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Abstract
Every symmetric tensor T of degree d may be represented as a linear
combination T = ∑mi=1 λi ai ⊗ . . . ⊗ ai of d-th tensor powers of vectors
ai ∈ Rn. The task of finding such ai (when T is given) is called the
tensor decomposition problem. Tensor decomposition has a broad range
of applications: Symmetric tensors occur naturally e.g. as moment ten-
sors of probability measures and tensor decomposition techniques can
be used to find quadrature rules for them. However, tensor decom-
position is also a computationally demanding task, particularly in the
so-called overcomplete setting, where m > n. The approximation algo-
rithms achieving the best known guarantees in this setting are based
on the sums of squares (SOS) programming hierarchy, using the fact
that symmetric tensors correspond to homogeneous polynomials, i.e.
∑
m
i=1 λi ai ⊗ . . .⊗ ai ←→ ∑mi=1 λi〈ai,X〉d.
In this work, a new class of algorithms based on SOS programming is
developed. These allow to reduce a degree-d homogeneous polynomial
T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉d to (something close to) a rank-1 quadratic form via a
reduction polynomial W ∈ ∑ R[X]2. W can be thought of as a “weight
function” attaining high values on merely one of the components ai. The
component can then be extracted by running an eigenvalue decomposi-
tion on the quadratic form ∑mi=1W(ai)〈ai,X〉2.
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1 Introduction
What is tensor decomposition? Tensor decomposition is the problem of finding a
preimage1 in the assignment
{a1, . . . , am} 7→
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉d (1)
where ai ∈ Rn are (distinct) vectors not being multiples of each other and the image
T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉d ∈ R[X]=d = R[X1, . . . ,Xn]=d is a homogeneous polynomial in the
variable vector X = (X1, . . . ,Xn). The polynomial T is called a tensor
2 and the smallest
such m is called the rank of T. 〈·, ·〉 denotes the scalar product of two real vectors.
To get a better intuition for the problem, think of a probability measure µ = 1m ∑
m
i=1 δai
which is finitely supported on the (distinct) nodes ai ∈ Rn. Suppose we do not know
the ai and the only thing we are given are samples from a vector Y ∼ µ being a
µ-distributed random variable. Can we find out where µ is supported – i.e. – can
we compute the ai from that information?
Note that the degree k-moments Eµ[Yα] of Y (where α ∈ Nn0 is a multi-index of length
|α| = k) essentially form a tensor for all k ∈ {0, . . . , d}.
∑
|α|=k
Eµ[Y
α]Xα (2)
It can be shown that the following identity holds:
∑
|α|=k
Eµ[Y
α]Xα =
1
m
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉k (3)
by expanding the right hand side and explicitly computing the moments on the left
hand side.
Now the key point is the following: If we can draw sufficiently many samples from
Y, then we may assume that we know the left hand side (by the central limit theorems
of probability theory) – up to a small noise term. If we can then run a tensor
decomposition algorithm on the left hand side, we will indeed get the support nodes
approximately out of µ.
At first sight, tensor decomposition might seem like an impossible task, especially to
people used to matrix decompositions. This is due to the fact that if a quadratic form Q
1The ai can only be recovered up to reordering and double occurences – this is suggested by the use
of set notation. It is further reasonable to assume generally that no two ai are multiples of each other.
Note that if d is even, then we must further accept that we will not of course be able to distinguish
between ai and −ai. Even taking these effects aside, there will be many preimages in general.
2The usual approach from category theory defines tensors as members of an abstract space
R
n ⊗ . . .⊗Rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
d times
fulfilling a universal property. It can be shown that the space of degree-d homoge-
neous polynomials in noncommuting variables is indeed a model of this property. However, in this
whole thesis we will always work with symmetric d-tensors. It can be shown that these correspond
precisely to the homogeneous polynomials in commuting variables, i.e. the space R[X]=d
3
(corresponding to a symmetric matrix M ∈ Rn×n ∼= Rn ⊗Rn) admits a decomposition
Q = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉2 (corresponding to M = ∑mi=1 aiaTi ), then for most of the time this
decomposition will not be unique. The reason for this is that we are able to perform
an orthogonal transformation: Write A = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ Rn×m. Note that M = AAT.
Then for any orthogonal matrix R,
M =
m
∑
i=1
aia
T
i = AA
T = (AR) (AR)T
Hence the columns of AR will, too, form a matrix decomposition of M. If m, n > 1
and the ai are generic vectors, then the columns of AR will always form another de-
composition, unless R was a permutation matrix (in that case only the order of the ai
would change). Thus in general the operation A 7→ AR will yield a decomposition
distinct from {a1, . . . , am}.
However, there is an obvious reason why unicity fails: The second-order moments
are just not enough data. If only these are known, then µ could as well be, for instance,
the Gaussian measure µ ∼ N ( 1m ∑mi=1 ai, 1mM) with mean 1m ∑mi=1 ai and psd covariance
matrix 1mM.
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This points us to the question: Can more data help restoring unicity? There is a
natural argument suggesting this: µ is uniquely determined by the values of
Eµ[ f ]
for all measurable and integrable functions f on Rn (since µ is finitely supported, we
can regard all functions Rn → R as measurable and integrable). Actually, we can
replace “all functions f” by
Eµ[p]
for all polynomials p ∈ R[X]. Indeed this is true, since µ is supported on a compact
set, we may approximate any function on K := {a1, . . . , am} by polynomials. Due to
polynomial interpolation, we may even restrict to polynomials p ∈ R[X]≤d of degree
at most d = 2m: For any x ∈ Rn, the indicator function 1x coincides with some non-
negative polynomial fx on K ∪ {x}, where fx can be chosen of degree less or equal d.4
At this point, µ is uniquely determined among all finitely supported measures on Rn
by the values Eµ[ f ] for all polynomials f with deg( f ) ≤ d:
Indeed, if ν was another finitely supported measure such that Eµ[ f ] = Eν[ f ] for all
polynomials f with deg( f ) ≤ d, then
µ({x}) = Eµ[ fx] = Eν[ fx]
fx≥1x≥ Eν[1x] = ν({x}) for x ∈ Rn
3Usually, covariance matrices are required to be positive definite. Yet there is a reasonable extension of
the notion of Gaussians for the psd case.
42m is the degree of the nonnegative multivariate interpolation polynomial Ix := ∏mi=1 ‖X−ai‖
2
‖x−ai‖2 satisfy-
ing Ix(y) = 1x(y) for y ∈ K ∪ {x}. We may thus choose fx := Ix .
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Hence ν is supported on K, too (which implies Eν[∑
m
i=1 1ai ] = Eν[1]), and the weight
ν puts on ai is less than µ({ai}). Since ∑mi=1 ν({ai}) = Eν[1] = Eµ[1] = ∑mi=1 µ({ai}),
this already implies µ({ai}) = ν({ai}). Thus µ = ν.
Now R[X]≤d is finite-dimensional, whence we can further reduce to knowing the mo-
ments
Eµ[X
α]
for any multi-index α of length |α| ≤ d. Grouping all these moments together, we see
that at this point, µ is uniquely determined among all measures on Rn by the degree-d
polynomial
Mµ = ∑
|α|≤d
Eµ[X
α]Xα
Our problem then translates to finding the vectors a1, . . . , am such that
Mµ =
d
∑
k=0
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉k
which can again be shown by expanding the right hand side using the multino-
mial theorem. To be fair, this is not a tensor decomposition problem as stated in
(1), but it may be seen as a “dehomogenised variant” of (1). From the above con-
siderations, we know that we can simultaneously decompose all of those moment tensors
Mk = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉k by the same ai and that this simultaneous decomposition is unique.
We call such a problem a moment decomposition problem. Moment decomposition and
tensor decomposition are closely related problems.
One might argue that we cheated to get uniqueness by requiring multiple moments,
and that the issue would look differently if we started with just one tensor. However,
as we will see in §4.2, this is essentially not the case: One such tensor of degree d ≥ 2m
suffices to recover ±ai. The reason for this is that, given a sole tensor of high degree,
we can generate lower degree tensors ∑mi=1〈ai, v〉d−k〈ai,X〉k (where v ∈ Sn−1 is some
random vector) that we can use to cast a tensor decomposition problem into a moment
decomposition problem. These lower degree tensors can thus be seen as some sort of
“fake moments”.5
Undercomplete tensors There is another case where it is very easy to see that unique-
ness holds:
Proposition 1.1. Suppose T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉3 is a 3-tensor with m ≤ n orthogonal6 com-
ponents ai ∈ Rn. Then a1, . . . , am is the only tensor decomposition of T with m or less
components and we can compute it by Jennrich’s algorithm ([Har70], see algorithm 1), which
is a classical result of tensor decomposition.7
5The terminology follows [BS16], where the authors considered “fake moments” of higher degree.
6This assumption can be relaxed to linear independence of the ai
7The algorithm was attributed to R. Jennrich in R. Harshman’s publication cited above. It seems that R.
Jennrich contributed the proof of uniqueness and the basic form of the algorithm, but did not make
an own publication as of our knowledge.
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Algorithm 1 Jennrich’s Algorithm, [Har70]
Input: A tensor T ∈ R[X]=3.
Require: There should exist a tensor decomposition T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉3 with pairwise
orthogonal components, i.e. 〈ai, aj〉 = 0 for i 6= j and all ai 6= 0.
Output: Pairwise orthogonal vectors c1, . . . , cm satisfying T = ∑
m
i=1〈ci,X〉3.
1: Compute the symmetric 3-linear form
T˜〈X,Y,Z〉 =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉〈ai,Y〉〈ai,Z〉
out of T by using polarisation identities. Here X,Y,Z denote vectors of indepen-
dent unknowns.
2: Choose v ∈ Sn−1 uniformly at random.
3: Compute the bilinear form (i.e. matrix)
M := T˜〈X,Y, v〉 =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai, v〉〈ai,X〉〈ai,Y〉 = XT
(
m
∑
i=1
〈ai, v〉aiaTi
)
Y
by plugging in v for Z.
4: Compute the m unit-length eigenvectors u1, . . . , um ∈ Sn−1 corresponding to the
nonzero eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µm of M
5: Set ci := 3
√
µi
〈ui,v〉ui (where
3
√ · denotes the unique real third root). Each of these
will be one of the aj.
6: Output c1, . . . , cm
Proof. Let us quickly review why this algorithm will produce correct results. Note
that with probability 1 the matrix M in line 3 will have m distinct eigenvalues. In-
deed, due to orthogonality the ai are eigenvectors of M corresponding to eigenvalues
µi := 〈ai, v〉‖ai‖2. Since v was uniformly random, hitting the lower-dimensional set
{v ∈ Sn−1 | 〈ai, v〉‖ai‖2 = 〈aj, v〉‖aj‖2} has probability zero over the choice of v for
every two i 6= j (note that the ai are nonzero). Hence every eigenspace of M is one-
dimensional and contains thus precisely two eigenvectors ±u of unit length. Since ai
was an eigenvector of M, we get u = ± ai‖ai‖ .
This shows that up to reordering, the eigendecomposition computed in line 4 satisfies
ui = ± ai‖ai‖ and µi = 〈ai, v〉‖ai‖2. Hence the vector ci computed in line 5 satisfies
ci = 3
√
µi
〈ui, v〉ui =
3
√√√√ 〈ai, v〉‖ai‖2
〈 ±ai‖ai‖ , v〉
ui =
3
√
±‖ai‖3ui = ±‖ai‖ui = ai
Note that the unknown factor ±1 of ui cancels with the one present in 〈ui, v〉 below
the root. Of course the eigenvalue decomposition could yield the eigenvectors in a
different order. But this does not matter, since the claim T = ∑mi=1〈ci,X〉3 we had on
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the output c1, . . . , cm does not depend at all on the order of the ci. Uniqueness follows
from the fact that the resulting ci are identical to the ai no matter what representation
we chose.
Note that such a procedure wouldn’t be possible if we only had access to the second
order input, i.e. ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉2. We need that extra degree of freedom a 3-tensor admits
by allowing us to scale the eigenvalues of its matrix reductions.8 Another issue here
is the requirement of orthogonality, which allows T to be just of very low rank, i.e.
m ≤ n. In the applications, though, the case m > n is common. Due to the qualitative
impact Jennrich’s Algorithm has, it is common practice to distinguish the following
cases of tensor decomposition:
1. The undercomplete case: Here m ≤ n and thus we can hope for the ai to be linearly
independent (if, for instance, the ai are generic vectors, then we’d expect them to
be). If we get access to the second-order momentM2 = ∑mi=1 aiaTi as well (this is
(approximately) the case e.g. if our tensor stems from a probability distribution
from which we can take samples) we may even reduce to the orthogonal case:
For simplicity, assume m = n.9 Then the matrixM2 will be positive definite and
the ai will be orthogonal w.r.t. the scalar product defined by
〈x, y〉M2 := xTM−12 y
Indeed, note that A = (a1, . . . , am) factorises M2, that is, AAT = M2. Thus
M−12 = (A−1)TA−1 and ai = Aei satisfy
〈Aei, Aej〉M2 = (Aei)T (A−1)TA−1
(
Aej
)
= 〈ei, ej〉
2. The overcomplete case: Here n < m ≤ (n+d−1d ) holds10 and therefore the ai will
always be linearly dependent, even if the 〈ai,X〉d are not. In particular, we can’t
obtain the ai as eigenvectors of the same matrix. Overcomplete tensor decompo-
sition is usually the more interesting case, though also way more difficult.
8The eigenvalues of a random symmetric matrix are distinct with probability 1, but m ≤ n randomly
chosen ai will almost-surely not be orthogonal. Jennrich’s Algorithm can though be extended to work
for at most n linearly independent components: If we get both the 2nd order moment and the degree-3
moment of the ai with, the requirement of orthogonality for uniqueness is, as we will see, without
loss of generality, contrary to the matrix case.
9The case m < n can be dealt with by learning a projection to a lower-dimensional space (for example
out of the eigendecomposition ofM2) before employing this argument.
10In the applications, the components typically correspond to features of a dataset. To ensure that
these features are actually meaningful, it is therefore recommendable to search for a decomposition
with a small number m of components. From that point of view, it becomes clear that the case
m ≥ (n+d−1d ) = dim(R[X]=d) isn’t of much interest: Then the 〈ai,X〉d will be linearly dependent in
the space R[X]=d. By Caratheodory’s theorem from convex geometry, the cone spanned by the forms
〈ai,X〉d would then also be spanned by dim(R[X]=d) = (n+d−1d )-many forms (Cor. 7.4.21 in [RAG]).
Thus it could be possible to change the size of some of the components or even make some of them
vanish or reappear, which wouldn’t fit well with the intuition of them being “relevant features”.
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Overcomplete tensors and the variance problem As of now, people are trying to find
time-efficient, noise stable and easily implementable algorithms for the overcomplete
case. Since we have seen that the solution will get unique once the input degree d is
high in relation to the number of components (e.g. d ≥ 2m will do), it is natural to
conjecture that the overcomplete case will become easier if we have the possibility to
“increase” the value of d (while fixing m). This is possible e.g. in the empirical case
where we can estimate any moment from given samples. However, there is at least
one problem with that:
Suppose Y ∼ µ is a µ-distributed random vector whose variances are bounded by
some σ2 ∈ R>0. To generate the moment Eµ[Yα] for some multi-index α of length d
by averaging, we need a number of samples which is, in general, exponential in d.
Indeed, by Chebyshev’s law of large numbers, we have
Pµ
[
|Yα −Eµ[Yα]| ≥ τ
]
≤ σ
2d
Nτ2
Here we denote by Yα the average over N i.i.d. copies of the random variable Yα. If
we want to get the moment Eµ[Yα] up to noise of the magnitude of τ with at least 0.99
certainty, then we need (by setting the right hand side equal to 0.01)
N ≥ 100σ
2d
τ2
∈ O(σ
2d
τ2
)
samples.11 If the data is obtained e.g. by pricey physical measurements, generating
higher-order moments may literally get expensive.
History of moment generation procedures The research of B. Barak, D. Steurer and
J. Kelner [BKS15] together with R. Ge and T. Ma’s [GM15] suggests a way around that.
The authors of [BKS15] proposed that, given a degree-d tensor T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉d, it
might be possible to generate higher-order “fake moments” of the solution vectors ai
by optimising over the cone of pseudo-expectations.
A pseudo-expectation of degree d is a linear functional E on the space R[X]≤d sat-
isfying
(1) E[1] = 1
(2) E[P2] ≥ 0 for all square polynomials P2 ∈ R[X]≤d
This optimisation can be done by a powerful tool known as sums of squares (SOS)
programming, which we will discuss in §3.3. Now, if such a pseudo-expectation would
have anything to do with µ = ∑mi=1 δai , then we could hope that
E[X⊗k] := ∑
|α|=k
E[Xα]Xα ≈
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉k
11The claim of exponentiality follows from the fact that Chebyshev’s bound is tight for some random
variables with variance σ > 1.
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and thus we could try to run a noise-stable tensor decomposition algorithm on E[X⊗k].
In [BKS15], the authors demonstrated this technique: To get a θ(ε)-approximate
decomposition of a measure supported on m points, they take a tensor T of degree d ∈
Ω( log(σ)+τε ) (where τ is some noise parameter. Note that this requirement still assumes
that we have a sufficiently high-order tensor T to begin with – for arbitrary accuracy ε
we’d need to be able to generate actual moments of arbitrary high degree). From that,
they compute a degree-k pseudo-expectation E where k ≈ max(4d, 12 log(m)ε ). Then the
authors applied a brute-force yet noise stable decomposition algorithm to get one of
the ai (approximately) out of their pseudo-distribution E. However, we encountered
an issue with their decomposition algorithm (“sampling from pseudo-distributions”
– Lemma 5.1ff in [BKS15]), which we will address in §2.2. An error in one of the key
lemmas broke their decomposition algorithm for the general case. Fortunately, they
gave a second algorithm working particularly for the Dictionary Learning problem
(“refined sampling from pseudo-distributions” – see §7 in [BKS15]. It assumes that
samples from a µ-distributed vector Y are given where the distribution should satisfy
certain assumptions).
Such an approach can, as the authors pointed out, only work if we assume that we
can generate the higher order moments by a reasonable amount of samples. This is
why the authors assumed “niceness conditions” on the distribution which imply that
moments of high order d are known up to a noise constant τ independent of d. Recall
that in the worst case τ would grow exponentially with d. Still, this shows how much
can be done with high order moments and therefore the question remained whether
it would still be possible to efficiently generate such higher degree fake moments even
if only a 3-tensor is given. In particular, consider the case where we are left with a
slightly overcomplete degree-3 tensor T of rank m in between n and n1.5
T =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉3
Ge and Ma then showed that a quasi-polynomial time procedure can be realised for
“average” degree-3 input tensors T, restricting to the case where the components are
chosen randomly from an n-dimensional hypercube, precisely ai ∈ {± 1√n}n. Alas, to
this end, they used the sampling procedure of [BKS15] as a key part of their algorithm
without giving a proof on their own. Therefore, the only publication we know of
where higher degree fake moments have successfully be used to help with the decom-
position of 3-tensors is [HSS16], where the tensor
T2 =
m
∑
i,j=1
〈ai,X〉3〈aj,X〉3
is reshaped and reweighed in a sophisticated manner to generate a proxy for the
moment of order 4. But this method does not even use pseudo-expectations anymore.
Despite these issues in the current meta of research, the reader should have got an
idea how valuable high order moments are and that sums of squares programming
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can be a valuable tool in generating them. In this thesis, we will show that sums of
squares programming can also be used to decompose high order tensors directly.
This is interesting because it indicates that in situations very similar to the setting
of [BKS15], we can work directly on the given actual moments instead of generating
higher degree fake moments. This does not bridge the gap in [BKS15] (since to this
end, one would need to verify that all of the arguments used work (at least qual-
itatively) for the fake moments as well, which is likely not the case in the current
formulation), but it essentially allows to solve moment decomposition problems with
the components lying on the unit sphere when sufficient data is given.
What’s even more interesting is that if it would be possible to design two compatible
sums of squares based procedures, one for the generation part and another one for the
decomposition part, then this could open a whole lot of possibilities. But we are not
quite there yet (and we do not even know if or for which tensors this can possibly
work) and this is an interesting subject for future research.
Acknowledgements This thesis would not have been possible without the many valu-
able discussions and the support of my supervisor Markus Schweighofer. Also, I wish
to thank Adam Kurpisz for telling me a lot about sums of squares programming and
my parents for “funding my research”.
Disclaimer This thesis was written just by myself. When the term “we” occurs, it is
either supposed to include the reader or a matter of habit.
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2 Overview
2.1 Outline of this Thesis
We will start by introducing the basic notions and notations of tensor decomposition
in §3.1. Section §3.2 will cover the connection between homogeneous polynomials and
symmetric tensors. In §3.3 we give a very brief and rudimentary introduction to sums
of squares programming.
A common technique in tensor decomposition is to use linear shrinking maps that
take a high order tensor and reduce it to a lower order tensor. In our case, we work
a lot with “matrix reductions”, where the initial tensor T = ∑mi=1〈ai,X〉d is reduced to
a weighted quadratic form ∑mi=1W(ai)〈ai,X〉2. In §3.4 we introduce several such lin-
ear “shrinking maps” connected to polynomial evaluation that will allow us to write
down the linear constraints of our sums of squares programmes.
Done with the preliminaries, we will start §4 by giving an algorithm that can com-
pute the exact solution of a moment decomposition problem in exponential time from
the first d ≥ 2m moments. In §4.2, we will then show how this algorithm can be
adapted to work for tensor decomposition by feeding the original algorithm with “fake
moments” of lower degree.
The algorithms of Section §4 aren’t very efficient neither with respect to computa-
tion time nor with respect to the amount of data needed, but they illustrate some of the
main ideas and techniques that we are going to use in the approximate setting of Sec-
tion §5: Here we investigate what approximation results the same kind of algorithms
can achieve when we restrict to polynomially sized SOS programmes.
2.2 Results and Related Work
Based on ideas and similar concepts present in [BKS15], we develop a new class of
algorithms for tensor decomposition that can be seen as a generalisation of Jennrich’s
Algorithm to the case of overcomplete tensor decomposition. We show exact recovery
guarantees in the case that the input tensor T is of sufficiently high order (d ≥ 2m with
m being the number of components).
These algorithms are in some sense “matrix reduction algorithms”, since they re-
duce high order tensors to quadratic forms which correspond to symmetric matrices
and then recover the components by running eigenvalue decompositions on the re-
duced matrices. The broad concept of such matrix reductions is very old – note that
Jennrich’s classical result Alg. 1 from the introductory section can actually be seen
an example of such a matrix reduction algorithm – at least in the broad sense: In
Jennrich’s case we reduced the input tensor via the polynomial W := 〈v,X〉 and then
performed an eigenvalue decomposition.
The main conceptual novelty is in showing that it’s possible to use sums of squares
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programming in order to find such W which attains high values only on one of the
components ai (and acts thus as some sort of a weight function on the ai), which
yields a quadratic form being approximately of rank 1. The sums of squares condition
is needed to ensure that the weights are nonnegative. It will turn out that this nonneg-
ativity condition for the valuesW(ai) is essentially what enables us to find suchW via
optimisation, since it allows to cap the maximum weight by a simple linear constraint,
e.g. ∑mi=1W(ai) = 1. This may sound quite different from Jennrich’s Algorithm, since
there we needed no such thing as an SOS constraint on the reduction polynomial.
However, we will see in §4.3 that Jennrich’s classical Algorithm admits an equivalent
SOS based formulation.
The authors of [BKS15] were already using techniques which can, in our terminol-
ogy, be described as matrix reduction via SOS polynomials: After computing some
degree k ≥ d pseudo-distribution E satisfying certain constraints (in particular that
E[〈aj ,X〉k] is not too small for some j ∈ [m]), they wanted to reduce E to a degree
2 pseudo-distribution (which corresponds to a psd matrix) via conditioning with a
sum of squares polynomial W. The authors hoped to show that with sufficiently high
probability the polynomial
W0 :=
d
∏
l=1
1
M
〈G(l),X〉2
which is a product of d squares of independent Gaussian linear forms 〈G(l),X〉 given
by Gaussian vectors G(l) ∼ N (0, In), would satisfy
E[W0〈aj,X〉2] ≥ (1−O(ε))E[W0] (4)
where ε is an (unknown) approximation constant depending on d,m and the condition
of the problem. This was Lemma 5.2 in [BKS15].
Unfortunately though, there was an error in the proof of Lemma 5.2: In lines 2 - 3
on page 19, they choose pairs (τM,M) ∈ R2 of real numbers such that a standard
(expected value 0 and standard deviation 1) Gaussian scalar variable ξ satisfies
Eξ∼N (0,1)[ ξ2 1{ξ≥τM} ] = M
Of course this is feasible precisely for any M ∈ (0, 1).
On the same page, in line 21, they chose M = (1/ε) · log(1/ε) ≫ 1 for some very
small ε > 0. Therefore 1 > M ≫ 1, rendering the choice of M infeasible. This
essentially breaks the proof. The statement also has a surprising qualitative aspect,
since we would expect that the choice of the scaling factor M would not make any
difference on the quality of the estimation (4).
Even more unfortunate is that Ge and Ma cited particularly this Lemma without
repeating the proof in [GM15]. Using Lemma 5.2 as an integral part of their decompo-
sition algorithm, they designed the procedure which we described in the introductory
chapter (1) and which achieves the currently best known recovery guarantees for aver-
age case tensors (in the sense that they achieve quasipolynomial time while allowing
m to be quite large, almost m = n1.5).
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3 Preliminaries
Notation 3.1. Vectors of polynomial unknowns and random vectors will always be denoted
by capital letters such as X,Y, whereas variables with numerical values such as x, y ∈ Rn
will be denoted by lower case letters. In the case of polynomial unknowns, we implicitly un-
derstand that X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), where the X1, . . . ,Xn are algebraically independent (scalar)
unknowns. A single scalar unknown (for univariate polynomials) will be denoted by Λ. We
write N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} and [m] := {1, . . . ,m} for m ∈ N. ei ∈ Rn will always denote the
i-th unit vector, such that (ei)j =
{
1, if i = j
0, otherwise
}
= δij. ‖A‖spec := supx∈Sn−1〈Ax, Ax〉1/2
will denote the spectral norm of the matrix A. For d ∈ N0, let R[X]≤d denote the space of all
polynomials in X = (X1, . . . ,Xn) up to degree d and R[X]=d the subspace of all homogeneous
polynomials of degree precisely d. For α ∈ Nn0 , we denote the multinomial coefficients(
d
α
)
:=
d!
α1! · · · αn!
occurring in the the important multinomial theorem: For a ∈ Rn we have:
〈a,X〉d = ∑
|α|=d
(
d
α
)
aαXα
Notation 3.2. Each polynomial may be represented by its coefficients w.r.t. the canonical basis
(Xα)|α|≤d, where α ∈ Nn0 denotes a multi-index. We, however, use the convention to write a
polynomial P as
P = ∑
|α|≤d
(|α|
α
)
PαX
α.
Hence, we represent a polynomial w.r.t. the basis consisting of all scaled monomials (|α|α )X
α.
This convention is technical convenience – mainly for compatibility with the multinomial
theorem and polynomial evaluation. Details will become clear from §3.1, §3.2 and §3.4.
Remark 3.3. During this whole thesis, we will use the term “tensor” both to describe a mul-
tilinear map (v1, . . . , vd) 7→ T〈v1, . . . , vd〉 ∈ Hom(Rn, . . . ,Rn;R) and a homogeneous poly-
nomial T = ∑|α|=d (
d
α)TαX
α ∈ R[X]=d. For most of the time, we will work with polynomials
instead of multilinear maps. We will justify this and explain the connection in §3.2.
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3.1 Moment and Tensor Decompositions
Definition 3.4. (Tensor decomposition) Let T ∈ R[X]=d for some d ∈ N. a1, . . . , am is called
an (unweighted symmetric) tensor decomposition of T, if
T =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉d
The smallest m ∈ N ∪ {∞} for which such a tensor decomposition exists, is called the rank of
T (where the rank is ∞ iff no tensor decomposition exists) and the ai are called components of
the decomposition. ‖ai‖ is called the magnitude of ai in the decomposition.
Remark 3.5. When talking about tensor decompositions, we will implicitly assume that the
ai are all nonzero and no nonnegative multiples of each other. This makes sense for otherwise
we could group ai and λai together to one summand
d
√
(1+ λ)ai. If d is odd, then we can
extend this assumption to the ai being no real multiples of each other. Slightly imprecise,
we will often call the ai components of T. This practice is justified if there exists only one
tensor decomposition (which is the usually the case for low-rank decompositions of high degree
tensors). However, we will also use this practice when we merely hope that there could be
uniqueness. Note that for even d it’s not possible to distinguish between components ai and
−ai.
Notation 3.6. Let x ∈ Rn. Then by δx we denote the Dirac measure of x, that is
δx : P(Rn)→ R≥0, A 7→
{
1, x ∈ A
0, otherwise
}
This is not to be confused with the Kronecker delta: For i, j ∈ N we denote
δij =
{
1, if i = j
0, otherwise
}
Definition 3.7. Let µ be a measure on some sub-sigma algebra A ⊆ P(Rn) such that Eµ[P]
exists for every homogeneous polynomial of degree k. The polynomial
Eµ[X
⊗k] := ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
Eµ[X
α]Xα
is called the k-th moment tensor of µ (or, for brevity, the k-th moment).12
Proposition 3.8. Let µ = ∑mi=1 λiδai be a measure finitely supported on the set {a1, . . . , am}
with weights λi > 0. Then for any k ∈ N the k-th moment exists and satisfies
Mk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k (5)
12For technical reasons that will become apparent from the following proposition, our definition of
moments is slightly different than in the introduction: The summands are now rescaled by some
multinomial coefficients.
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Proof. Note that
Eµ[X
α] =
m
∑
i=1
λiδai [X
α] =
m
∑
i=1
λia
α
i (6)
Furthermore, according to the multinomial theorem we know for each a ∈ {a1, . . . , am}
that
〈a,X〉k = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
aαXα
By expanding the right hand side of (5), we get
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k =
m
∑
i=1
λi ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
aαi X
α = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
) m
∑
i=1
λia
α
i X
α = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
Eµ[X
α]Xα (7)
where the last step used (6). The right hand side of equation (7) is preciselyMk.
Hence k
√
λ1a1, . . . ,
k
√
λmam is a tensor decomposition of Mk for each k ∈ {0, . . . , d}.
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.9. (Moment decomposition) Let T0, . . . , Td be given Tensors of orders k0 <
. . . < kd. We call λ1, . . . ,λm, a1, . . . , am a moment decomposition of T0, . . . , Td, if for
j ∈ {0, . . . , d}
Tj =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k j
For simplicity, we will usually write λ1a1, . . . ,λmam instead of λ1, . . . ,λm, a1, . . . , am. Note
that this is slight abuse of notation, since the ai and λi are interpreted as distinct variables.
Moment decompositions may be seen as simultaneous (weighted) decompositions
of several tensors at once. As the name suggests, the most important special case is
when the first d moment tensors of a measure are given:
Proposition 3.10. Let µ = ∑mi=1 λiδai be a measure finitely supported on the set {a1, . . . , am}
with weights λi > 0. Then λ1a1, . . . ,λmam is a moment decomposition of M0, . . . ,Md for
any d.
Proof. This was shown already in Prop. 3.8.
Definition 3.11. Let µ a measure on some sub-sigma algebra A ⊆ P(Rn) such that its first
d momentsM0, . . . ,Md exist. Using terminology from the theory of numerical integration, a
moment decomposition ofM0, . . . ,Md is called a quadrature formula for µ up to degree d.
This is due to the fact that for any such decomposition λ1a1, . . . ,λmam we have
Eµ[P] = E∑mi=1 λiδai
[P] =
m
∑
i=1
λiP(ai)
for all polynomials of degree up to d. The largest d ∈ N ∪ {∞} for which the actual integral
with respect to µ can be replaced by this quadrature rule is called the exactness degree of the
quadrature formula λ1a1, . . . ,λmam for µ.
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If µ is a finitely supported measure13, then there exists a quadrature formula of
infinite exactness degree and our objective is to find it. This case will be the focus of
this thesis.
Remark 3.12. An obvious difference between tensor decomposition and moment decomposition
is that the first problem does not ask for weights. This is due to the fact that for λi ∈ R≥0,
ai ∈ Rn we have that
λi〈ai,X〉d = 〈 d
√
λiai,X〉d
Thus, there is an ambiguity in the input data: We will never know if the component we search
for is ai and the corresponding weight is λi or if the component is
d
√
λiai with weight 1. From
that it becomes clear that we need more information if we want to distinguish between these
cases. One way is the above method to require multiple moments of our solution vectors.
Another way would be to impose constraints on the ai that restrict where the ai can be located
(such as ‖ai‖ = 1).14
Let us define the corresponding notion of magnitude for quadrature formulae.
Definition 3.13. Let λ1a1, . . . ,λmam a quadrature formula for the measure µ. Then we call
λiai the i-th weighted component and λi‖ai‖ its magnitude.
In some sense, moment decomposition seems to be the easier task, since the addi-
tional information we have breaks for instance the input ambiguity described above.
On the other hand, tensor decomposition seems to be the more general task, since it
relies on less information. Indeed, once we solved the tensor decomposition problem
for the moment tensor Md of even degree d, then we can search for each k for some
weights λk,i,± minimising
‖Mk −
m
∑
i=1
λk,i,+〈bi,X〉k + λk,i,−〈−bi,X〉k‖2F
by solving a linear least squares problem.15 It is not too hard to see that you can get
the true weights and the true component lengths by comparison of the λk,i,±.
Surprisingly, it works also the other way around: Once we have an algorithm that
can solve the moment decomposition problem, but are given only one tensor of degree
d, then we can generate some fake moments of lower degree and feed them to the
moment decomposition algorithm. We’ll discuss methods to generate artificial lower
degree moments, given a sole tensor T, in Section §4.2.
We will go with this approach and thus first design an algorithm for moment de-
composition, that we will later adapt to work for tensor decomposition as well. But
first, here are some more basic facts about tensor decompositions.
13In that case we can always assume A = P(Rn) and suppress the sigma-algebra in the notation.
14For even d, we will see in §4.3 that this particular constraint is equivalent to knowing all even-degree
moments of degree lower than d
15Here, ‖P‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of P, see Def. 3.16. Note there is a problem when starting
with some odd degree d: If the components ai and −ai occur both with the same weight in µ, they
cancel in the odd-degree tensors, whence they are lost.
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Remark 3.14. (a) For even d, if T ∈ R[X]=d admits a tensor decomposition, then this
implies that T ≥ 0 on all of Rn.
(b) There is no efficient way (i.e. no procedure running in polynomial time) to decide the
rank of a general 3-tensor (assuming P 6= NP).
(c) In fact, many problems that admit efficient algorithms in the matrix case turn out to
be NP-hard when generalised to the tensor case. In [HL13], C. Hillar and L.-H. Lim
pointed out that “Most tensor problems are NP-hard” (which was also the title of their
paper)
The results of [HL13] do not tell us whether or not there could be efficient approx-
imation algorithms for (special cases of) the tensor decomposition problem. To be
able to analyse this, let us first define how we measure the quality of an approximate
solution as well as all of the related notions.
Definition 3.15. (Hausdorff distance) The finite sets M,N (w.l.o.g. with #M ≥ #N) are
called ε-close, if there exists a surjective map σ : M→ N such that
‖a− σ(a)‖ < ε (8)
for all a ∈ M. The smallest such ε ∈ R≥0 is called the Hausdorff distance of M and N. We
denote it as
dH(M,N)
For the special case that the sets M = {a1, . . . , am}, N = {b1, . . . , bm} have the same
cardinality m = #M = #N, ε-closeness is equivalent to
min
σ∈Sn
‖ai − bσ(i)‖ < ε (9)
That is, such sets are ε-close if we can match them to pairs (ai, bσ(i)) of “neighbours”
such that ‖ai − bσ(i)‖ < ε.
Definition 3.16. (Frobenius Norm) Let P = ∑|α|≤d (
|α|
α )PαX
α ∈ R[X]≤d. Then
‖P‖F =
√√√√ ∑
|α|≤d
(|α|
α
)
P2α
is called the Frobenius norm of P. It corresponds to the 2-norm of P when P is seen as a
vector of its coefficients with respect to the basis (
√
(|α|α )X
α)|α|≤d.
Definition 3.17. (Forward and Backward Error) Let T ∈ R[X]=d a tensor and b1, . . . , bk ∈
Rn an approximate solution to the tensor decomposition problem for T. Then we call
‖T −
m
∑
i=1
〈bi,X〉d‖F
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the backward error of the approximate solution b1, . . . , bk. Furthermore, with respect to an
exact solution a1, . . . , am (such that T = ∑
m
i=1〈ai,X〉d), we define
dH({a1, . . . , am}, {b1, . . . , bk})
as the forward error of b1, . . . , bk at a1, . . . , am. The nomenclature is historical convention.
Note that the latter notion will usually depend on the choice of a1, . . . , am. However, if the true
decomposition happens to be unique, then the forward error is a property of b1, . . . , bk and T,
too.
Our approximation algorithms in §5 will focus on minimising the forward error of
the approximate solution with respect to all exact solutions which works of course
best if the solution is unique.
Condition A widespread concept in numerics is condition. This notion captures the
fact that the quality of the results that an approximation algorithm produces can de-
pend gravely on some properties of the input data / the exact solution. In fact, con-
dition can be seen as a notion of “the exact solution’s quality”. Specifically in tensor
decomposition, problematic instances could be e.g. such where some components sit
very closely together. To deal with this, we will briefly introduce some parameters that
will naturally appear in our following computations. Notice that all of these notions
are defined with respect to a fixed set of solution vectors. In the case where the decom-
position is not unique, we do not know of a canonical definition of these parameters
with respect to just T.
Notation 3.18. Let (a1, . . . , am) a list of m distinct vectors in R
n. We define:
κmin := min
i,j=1,...,m
i 6=j
‖ai − aj‖2 (10)
κmax := max
i,j=1,...,m
i 6=j
‖ai − aj‖2 (11)
ρspec := max
i,j=1,...,m
i 6=j
‖aiaTi − ajaTj ‖spec (12)
ρlin := max
i,j=1,...,m
i 6=j
1− 〈ai, aj〉‖ai‖‖aj‖ (13)
We’ll hide their dependency of (a1, . . . , am) in the notation, but they will always be defined
with respect to (a1, . . . , am).
In the case that all the components have unit length,
2ρ2spec = 1−
〈ai, aj〉2
‖ai‖2‖aj‖2
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is one minus the maximum squared correlation between two components, which can
be seen by explicitly computing the characteristic polynomial of a rank 2 matrix (the
characteristic polynomial of a rank 2 matrix can be computed by looking at its trace
and at the sum of its 2× 2 principal minors). These parameters all have in common
that they measure how well-separated the components are: This can either be done by
looking at the length of their differences ‖ai − aj‖2 or by looking at their correlation
1− 〈ai,aj〉‖ai‖‖aj‖ together with their length differences ‖aj‖2 − ‖ai‖2. Both approaches are
connected via the identity
‖ai − aj‖2 = ‖ai‖2 + ‖aj‖2 − 2〈ai, aj〉
For convenience, we defined all of these parameters since they will naturally appear in
our estimations in §5. The correlation metric can be defined slightly more generally:
Definition and Proposition 3.19. (Correlation Metric) Let x, y ∈ Rn. We define
dSn−1(x, y) :=
(
1− 〈x, y〉‖x‖‖y‖
)1/2
as the correlation metric which is a metric on the unit sphere, and
dPn−1(x, y) :=
(
1− 〈x, y〉
2
‖x‖2‖y‖2
)1/2
as the square correlation metric which is a metric on the unit sphere modulo ±1, that is, on
the real projective space Pn−1
R
.
Proof. For x, y ∈ Sn−1, note that ‖x − y‖2 = ‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 − 2〈x, y〉 = 2(1− 〈x, y〉) =
2 · dSn−1(x, y)2. This shows that dSn−1 is a metric and hence the first claim. For the
second claim, recall that for unit vectors we have
1− 〈x, y〉2 = 1
2
‖xxT − yyT‖2spec
showing the triangular inequality and whenever 1 − 〈x, y〉2 = 0 then by Cauchy-
Schwarz x = ±y.
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3.2 Tensor Notation and Operations
In the introductory chapter, we defined tensors in a way that the reader might not be
familiar with. In fact, the much more common approach to tensors is to see them as
multilinear maps. In this section, we will state this second, more standard definition
of tensors and show that both viewpoints are equivalent for symmetric tensors.
Definition 3.20. An (order-d) tensor is a multilinear map
T : Rn × . . .×Rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
d times
→ R
We denote T〈v1, . . . , vd〉 instead of T(v1, . . . , vd) to stress the linearity in each of the arguments
surrounded by angular brackets.
T is called (totally) symmetric, if T〈v1, . . . , vd〉 = T〈vσ(1), . . . , vσ(d)〉 for all permutations
σ ∈ Sn.
Definition 3.21. An order-d tensor T is called simple, if it is the product of d linear forms,
that is, if there exist linear maps li : R
n → R such that
T〈v1, . . . , vd〉 = l1〈v1〉 · · · ld〈vd〉
for all v1, . . . , vd ∈ Rn. We denote such a simple tensor by l1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ld
Every Tensor can be written as a linear combination of simple tensors, since the nd
tensors given by
E(i1,...,id)〈v1, . . . , vd〉 := ei1〈v1〉 · · · eid〈vd〉
form a basis of the space of all linear maps Rn × . . . × Rn → R, which we denote
by Hom(Rn, . . . ,Rn;R) (while the subspace of all symmetric tensors is denoted by
Sym(Rn, . . . ,Rn;R)). We write w = (i1, . . . , id) ∈ [n]d and call w a word made of the
“letters” i1, . . . , id. With respect to this basis, we can write each tensor as a d-fold
indexed array, by looking at the coordinate representation
T 7→ (Tw)w∈[n]d
Also, we can define Xw := Xi1 · . . . · Xid for each word w = (i1, . . . , id) ∈ [n]d.
Proposition 3.22. Let T be a simple symmetric tensor. Then T or −T is the d-th power of
some linear form, i.e.
∃a ∈ Hom(Rn;R) : ±T = a⊗ · · · ⊗ a =: a⊗d
Proof. Let T = l1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ld. Fix some v and consider the linear form
w 7→ T〈v, . . . , v,w〉 = l1〈v〉 · · · ld−1〈v〉 · ld〈w〉
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which is a multiple of the form ld. We can clearly choose v in such a way that li〈v〉 6= 0
for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, since these linear forms will be nonzero and thus vanish on lower-
dimensional subspaces.16 Then the above form is even a nonzero multiple of ld. Now
by symmetry we may exchange the arguments of T and get that ϕ is exactly the same
as
w 7→ T〈v, . . . , v,w, v〉 = l1〈v〉 · · · ld−2〈v〉 · ld−1〈w〉 · ld〈v〉
whence ϕ is a nonzero multiple of ld−1, too. Therefore, ld−1 must be a nonzero multiple
of ld. By repeating this argument, we may see that actually all of the li must be nonzero
multiples of each other. We can therefore choose scalar multiples λ1, . . . ,λd−1 such that
li = λild for i 6= d. Set a := ldd√|∏d−1i=1 λi| . Then
T =
( d−1
∏
i=1
λi
)
ld ⊗ · · · ⊗ ld = ±a⊗ · · · ⊗ a
just as we claimed.
Definition 3.23. The smallest number m ∈ N ∪ {∞} for which a symmetric tensor T admits
a representation
T =
m
∑
i=1
a⊗di
as a sum of m d-th (tensor) powers of linear forms is called the (symmetric) rank of T.
Please be aware that the argument of Proposition 3.22 works only if the tensor really
is simple. In a general symmetric tensor, we can usually not exchange a non-symmetric
simple summand by ±1 times a power of a linear form. Requiring the factors of ±1 to
be 1 is a serious restriction, too, in particular since for even d it implies that the tensor
is positive semidefinite, that is, T〈v1, . . . , vd〉 ≥ 0 for all (v1, . . . , vd) ∈ Rn × . . . × Rn.
Therefore the concept of rank we use in this thesis might or might not be different
from what the reader could have read before in other works on tensor decomposition:
Some people define the rank of a tensor T as the smallest number of simple tensors
such that T can be written as a linear combination of them.
Due to these restrictions, a tensor decomposition does not need to exist in general.
If no tensor decomposition exists, we understand the rank to be infinite. Still, these
particular decompositions of symmetric tensors are an interesting object of study: As
we saw in the introductory chapter, moment tensors of finitely supported measures
will always admit a tensor decomposition.
Now, let us just briefly point out the connection between symmetric multilinear
forms and homogeneous polynomials that we both called tensors.
A multi-index α with |α| = d corresponds to an equivalence class of d indices
(i1, . . . , id) modulo permutation. In particular, when writing down a polynomial in
its coefficient representation, the coefficients of the monomials Xα correspond to the
16It is well known that Rn is not a union of finitely many lower-dimensional subspaces.
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“upper triagonal” entries T(i1,...,id) of a traditionally indexed tensor (where by upper
triagonal we mean the entries corresponding to words (i1, . . . , id) such that i1 ≤ . . . ≤ id
– note that a symmetric tensor is determined by its upper triagonal). Thus there is a
linear map
ϕ : Hom(Rn, . . . ,Rn;R)→ R[X]=d,
T 7→ ∑
|α|=d
Xα
(
∑
w∈Nd s.t.
Xw=Xα
Tw
)
(14)
which gets bijective when restricted to Sym(Rn, . . . ,Rn;R). Indeed, if T is symmetric,
the coefficients corresponding to w and w′ are the same if the words w and w′ are
permutations of each other, which is the case if and only if Xw = Xw
′
. From that we
see that
∑
w∈Nd s.t.
Xw=Xα
Tw =
(
d
α
)
Tw (15)
for any word w′ satisfying Xw′ = Xα. Here we denote by (dα) the number of words w
satisfying Xw = Xα. It can be shown that(
d
α
)
=
d!
α1! · · · αn!
(thus this is consistent with our definition in 3.1). For that reason, we call (dα) the
multinomial coefficients. Since (dα) > 0, the identity (15) shows injectivity as well as
surjectivity, whence the two spaces are isomorphic.
Under the map ϕ, simple tensors are mapped in the following way
a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ad 7→ 〈a1,X〉 · . . . · 〈ad,X〉
This implies that the notions of this section and §3.1 correspond.
Viewing tensors as polynomials has several advantages over the traditional repre-
sentation as multilinear forms or arrays with d indices, respectively. One is that we
can add two tensors of different orders, since they’re both members of the polynomial
ring. Another one is that the tensor product of two simple tensors 〈a,X〉k and 〈b,X〉l
becomes the regular product 〈a,X〉k〈b,X〉l of two polynomials. However, the most
important advantage is for sure that polynomials are the native environment for SOS
optimisation (see next section).
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3.3 SOS Optimisation
Sums of squares optimisation is a powerful tool that allows us to check whether or
not a polynomial W can be written as a sum of squares of polynomials. Furthermore,
it allows us to optimise over all such sums of squares (SOS) polynomials W satisfying
certain linear constraints.
As such, it is a generalisation of linear programming (LP) and it serves, in some
sense, as an approximation to the condition that a polynomial is nonnegative. The
main novelty that SOS programming brings is that it allows to solve optimisation
problems of the form:
max f (W) over all W ∈ ∑ R[X]2≤ d2 ∩ L (16)
for some function f being linear in the coefficients of the polynomial W and some
linear subspace L ⊆ R[X]≤d. Here, ∑ R[X]2≤ d2 denotes the convex cone of all SOS
polynomials of degree ≤ d. Here, d is called the degree of the programme.
The motivation behind this is that we want to optimise over polynomials which sat-
isfy a global nonnegativity constraint W ≥ 0. Alas, nonnegative polynomials are hard
to optimise over, so we need to replace the nonnegativity condition ≥ 0 by something
which is easier to verify:
Definition 3.24. Let P,Q ∈ R[X]≤d. We write
P  Q :⇐⇒ Q− P ∈ ∑ R[X]2≤ d2
Of course each sums of squares polynomial will be globally nonnegative. The con-
verse direction is in general not true, however, there are some special cases where we
know by classical results dating back to D. Hilbert that equivalence holds between
“≥ 0” and “ 0” (e.g. 2.1.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.5 in [RAG]).
The first case are univariate polynomials, which is really easy to see by computing
the polynomial factorisation over C and then grouping the non-real factors by pairs of
complex conjugates. The remaining real roots then have to be two-fold due to nonneg-
ativity. The second case is the one of degree two polynomials in an arbitrary number
of variables. Here the equivalence can be proven by diagonalisation of symmetric ma-
trices (after homogenising). The reason why the sums of squares condition is so much
easier to check is that it can be reduced to the task of finding some psd matrix:
Notation 3.25. Let x ∈ Rn. We denote
X≤d = (Xα)|α|≤d and (17)
x≤d = (xα)|α|≤d (18)
Furthermore, let m≤d := {Xα | |α| ≤ d}. With respect to any fixed ordering of this set of
cardinality (n+dd ), we may identify m≤d ≡ [(n+dd )] and treat elements of Rm≤d×m≤d as matrices.
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Definition 3.26. Let W ∈ R[X]≤d. We call G = (Gα,β) ∈ Rm≤d/2×m≤d/2 a Gram matrix of
W, if
W =
(
X≤d/2
)T
G X≤d/2 (19)
Since any monomial of degree less or equal to d is a product of two monomials of
degree less or equal to d2 , each polynomial has a Gram matrix representation. Gram
matrices are in general highly non-unique since for instance any monomial of degree
greater or equal than 2 can be written in at least two different ways. Indeed, we can
write the monomial as Xi · Xα for some i ∈ [n] and some α 6= (0, . . . , 0) but also as
1 · (XiXα) = X(0,...,0) · Xβ for β := α+ ei. Hence the coefficient of this monomial in W
may be distributed over several entries of G.
It can be shown that a polynomial is a sum of squares if and only if it has a positive
semidefinite Gram matrix (see for instance §2.6 in [RAG]). This condition can be
encoded within a semidefinite programme (SDP) and then be checked by an SDP solver.
The condition that G is a Gram matrix of W can likewise be encoded by adding linear
constraints between the coefficients of G and the coefficients of W.
Sums of squares programmes can be, in some sense, efficiently solved numerically
by SDP solvers. However, there are some caveats related to feasibility and the coeffi-
cients which one would need to take care of in order to get precise formulations of the
guarantees SOS solvers give. For simplicity, we will not do this but instead formulate
what we call the “magical black box rule” of SOS programming:
Magical Black Box Rule of SOS Programming: An n variate SOS programme of
degree d can be solved in time nθ(d). 17
Now, this rule is wrong: There exist at least the following caveats:
(I) There is an issue with the exact complexity of general feasibility problems, that
we will not get into.
(II) We ignored the encoding length of the coefficients we used to write down the
linear constraints. Also, it is recommendable to have a bound on the diameter of
the feasible space.
(III) The number of linear constraints has an impact on the running time, but follow-
ing P. Parillo [Par00], it is usually ignored since the cost of the linear constraints
is dominated by the cost of the SOS constraints.
However, for most cases these will not be an issue and therefore people usually
pretend that you can solve an SOS programme of fixed degree d exactly in polynomial
time.
17By “solved” we mean that if f is the linear objective function and W∗ is some optimal solution then to
any fixed numerical accuracy γ > 0 we can find in time nθ(d) a feasible polynomialW which achieves
| f (W∗) − f (W)| < γ, where the hidden constants in the Landau notation may depend on γ. For
simplicity, we will pretend that this would work for γ = 0 as well.
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In order to not go beyond the scope of this thesis, we will leave it with this very
coarse introduction to SOS programming. It’s needless to say that we merely scratched
the surface of a huge topic. There is a long and detailed survey of M. Laurent [Lau09]
that we recommend to anyone interested in the details. Since we did not give a the-
orem with rigid runtime guarantees, we will refrain from claiming any such runtime
guarantees (in the sense of the classical complexity classes of theoretical computer sci-
ence) on the algorithms we develop. Instead, we will use a simpler notion of efficiency:
We say that a problem can be solved efficiently, if there exists a polynomial time SOS
algorithm for it:
Definition 3.27. Suppose B is a black box that can solve all n-variate SOS optimisation
programmes of degree d in time nd. An SOS algorithm is an algorithm which may make
arbitrarily many calls to the black box B in addition to the usual algorithmic operations (for
each call, the time it takes the black box to process the call is of course counted towards the
running time of the SOS algorithm).
In the next section, we will develop an SOS algorithm for the moment decomposition
problem which calls the black box m times with d = 2m. This algorithm is not efficient
with respect to the notion we just defined. This is due to the fact that the black box
calls take time exponential in m.
In Section §5, we will then show that basically the same algorithm can be used with
a lower value of d (e.g. d so small that we get a polynomial time SOS algorithm),
as long as we accept that the algorithm will return only an approximate solution. In
practice, the value of d will usually be determined by the amount of data that is given
(at least if we are in the empirical case). An increase in the value of d will therefore
not just mean an increase in computation time, but also require more data, as outlined
in the introductory chapter.18 Therefore it makes sense to analyse what guarantees we
get for a fixed value of d instead of going the other way around and say what value
of d is needed to get a guarantee that the approximation error is smaller than a fixed
constant ε. Our approach is also the one which is technically more convenient.
As a last note on SOS programming, recall that in the introductory chapter we
defined pseudo-expectation operators E of degree d as linear functionals on the space
R[X]≤d satisfying
(1) E[1] = 1
(2) E[P2] ≥ 0 for all polynomials P with P2 ∈ R[X]≤d
and claimed that we could efficiently optimise over them. This is due to the fact that
the cone of pseudo expectation operators of degree d is the dual cone of ∑ R[X]2≤ d2
.
The literature on SOS programming seems to have a bias towards the dual point of
view, but we will prefer to work directly with optimisation over SOS polynomials.
18Note that increasing the accuracy at will is thus usually not possible with this algorithm. However, if
we get sufficiently close to the actual solution, then we could try to find the latter by running a local
searching procedure afterwards.
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3.4 Multilinear Algebra on the Space of Polynomials
In this chapter, we will introduce some basic notions and notations that will facilitate
the operations we have to employ when dealing with (symmetric) tensors.
We will have to redefine the usual methods for tensor manipulation in terms of poly-
nomials. For those already used to tensor decomposition, but unused to see tensors as
members of a polynomial ring: We will, in particular, define the multilinear multiplica-
tion in such a way that it can be computed in terms of the monomial coefficients (i.e.
the upper triagonal) only. It turns out that this was the reason why we had to scale
the standard basis of monomials by a factor (dα), which corresponds to the size of one
of the equivalence classes described in §3.2.
Notation 3.28. For P ∈ R[X]≤d and k ≤ d, we denote by P=k the k-th homogeneous part
of P, that is
P=k = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
PαX
α.
We have of course P=k ∈ R[X]=k and
P =
d
∑
k=0
P=k
The reason why this representation is more suitable for our purposes is that it fits
well with the following inner product on R[X]≤d.
Definition 3.29. (Reznick’s Scalar Product, [Rez92]) Let P,Q ∈ R[X]≤d. Consider their
representations
P = ∑
|α|≤d
(|α|
α
)
PαX
α, Q = ∑
|α|≤d
(|α|
α
)
QαX
α
We define
〈P | Q〉F := ∑
|α|≤d
(|α|
α
)
PαQα
which is bilinear in P and Q. Fixing the left hand side, we get a linear form
φQ : R[X]≤d → R, P 7→ 〈Q | P〉F
It is immediate that 〈· | ·〉F defines an inner product on R[X]≤d. In fact, it is actually
just a rescaled version of the standard scalar product on R[X]≤d w.r.t. the monomial
basis. The following proposition shows that the Reznick inner product allows us to
express polynomial evaluation.
Proposition 3.30. Let P ∈ R[X]=k homogeneous and a ∈ Rn (where k ∈ N0). Then
〈P | 〈a,X〉k〉F = P(a)
More general, if P ∈ R[X]≤d is not necessarily homogeneous, then for k ≤ d
φP(〈a,X〉k) = 〈P | 〈a,X〉k〉F = P=k(a)
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Proof. Let first P ∈ R[X]=k. By the multinomial theorem we have
〈a,X〉k = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
aαXα
Using this representation, we can write down both sides of the equation as:
〈P | 〈a,X〉k〉F = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
Pαa
α
P(a) = ∑
|α|≤d
(
k
α
)
Pαa
α = ∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)
Pαa
α
The last step in the second line uses that all non-degree-k coefficients of P vanish due
to homogeneity. The claim for general P is an immediate consequence.
We’ll need a slightly more general version of this fact:
Proposition 3.31. Let P ∈ R[X]≤d and a ∈ Rn. Then
〈P |
d
∑
k=0
〈a,X〉k〉F =
d
∑
k=0
〈P=k | 〈a,X〉k〉F = P(a)
Proof. Applying the previous proposition on all homogeneous parts P=k, we get
P(a) =
d
∑
k=0
P=k(a) =
d
∑
k=0
〈P=k | 〈a,X〉k〉F
Sometimes we want to apply the Reznick scalar product only partially to a given
Polynomial P. This is achieved by the following “tensoring”.19
Definition 3.32. Fix an integer k ∈ {0, . . . , d}, which we will suppress in the notation along
with d. Let Q ∈ R[X]≤k. Denote by V = (V1, . . . ,Vn) a new vector of algebraic unknowns.
Define
〈Q⊗ id | P〉F := 〈Q〈X,V〉d−k | P〉F
for each P ∈ R[X]≤d. Here, the algebraic vector V is plugged in formally as if it was an
ordinary real vector v ∈ Rn. This operation yields a homogeneous polynomial in R[V]=d−k.
Note that the map
φQ⊗id : R[X]≤d → R[V]=d−k, P 7→ 〈Q⊗ id | P〉F
is linear in both P and Q.
19For homogeneous Q, this corresponds to the notion of the tensor product of linear maps. We will use
(or, more accurately, abuse) this notation even for the case when Q is not homogeneous.
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The following proposition shows that φQ⊗id can be seen as a linear shrinking map
that replaces powers of 〈a,X〉 by “evaluation terms” Q(a).
Proposition 3.33. For any a ∈ Rn and any polynomial Q of degree at most k ≤ d we have
φQ⊗id(
d
∑
l=0
〈a,X〉l) = 〈Q⊗ id |
d
∑
l=0
〈a,X〉l〉F = Q(a)〈a,V〉d−k
Proof. From Prop. 3.31 it follows that 〈Q〈X, v〉d−k | ∑dl=0〈a,X〉l〉F = Q(a)〈a, v〉d−k for
any concrete value v ∈ Rn of V. Since Rn is Zariski-open, this identity must hold on
the level of variables, too.
Note that all terms 〈a,X〉l of degree less than d− k are redundant: Their contribution
will vanish, since Q〈X, v〉d−k has no monomials of degree less than d − k. After the
reduction by the polynomial Q is done, there is no need to keep the additional variable
V. Therefore, we use the convention to silently replace V again by X.
Corollary 3.34. Let T0, . . . , Td be given Tensors of orders 0, . . . , d having a moment decompo-
sition λ1a1, . . . ,λmam, that is,
Tl =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉l , l ∈ {0, . . . , d}
Let Q ∈ R[X]≤d be of degree k. Then we have
φQ⊗id(
d
∑
l=0
Tl) = 〈Q⊗ id |
d
∑
l=0
Tl〉F =
m
∑
i=1
λiQ(ai)〈ai,X〉d−k
Proof.
〈Q⊗ id |
d
∑
l=0
Tl〉F = 〈Q⊗ id |
d
∑
l=0
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉l〉F
=
d
∑
l=0
m
∑
i=1
λi〈Q⊗ id | 〈ai,X〉l〉F
=
m
∑
i=1
λi〈Q⊗ id |
d
∑
l=0
〈ai,X〉l〉F
=
m
∑
i=1
λiQ(ai)〈ai,V〉d−k
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4 The v-Algorithm for exact Moment and Tensor
Decomposition
4.1 v-Algorithm for Moment Decomposition
In this section, we consider a finitely supported measure µ = ∑mi=1 λiδai and we want
to recover the λi and the distinct vectors ai. Our main result in this section is that
if we are given sufficiently many moments M0, . . . ,Md of µ (where d ≥ 2m will
suffice), we can compute them exactly by SOS programming as a the unique moment
decomposition ofM0, . . . ,Md. Precisely:
Theorem 4.1. (Exact decomposition from moments up to 2m)
Let m > 1, a1, . . . , am ∈ Rn be distinct vectors, λ1, . . . ,λm ∈ R>0. Suppose we are given the
k−th moment
Mk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k
of the quadrature formula λ1a1, . . . ,λmam for each k ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}. Then λ1a1, . . . ,λmam is
the only moment decomposition of M1, . . . ,M2m and there exists an SOS algorithm to compute
λ1a1, . . . ,λmam from the input M1, . . . ,M2m in time n
θ(m).
We’ve seen in section §3.4, in particular from 3.34, that with any polynomial W of
degree d− 2 we can perform some sort of a “reduction to a matrix”
∑
k∈{2,...,d}
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉k 7→
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)〈ai,X〉2
The basic step in the following algorithm is to optimise for a nonnegative “weight
function” W which will allow us to compute the matrix20
M :=
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai,X〉2
We want to find a weight function which concentrates on one of the ai: If the weight
function (approximately) satisfies W(ai) =
{
1
λi
, if i = j
0, otherwise
}
for some j ∈ [m], then
M will be (close to) the rank-1-matrix 〈aj,X〉2 and we will be able to get aj out of M.
In order to decide which component aj we are going to recover in a single step, we
choose v ∈ Sn−1 at random and then solve for the aj which maximises 〈ai, v〉. Let’s put
this all together:
20Technically, this is a quadratic form. As we did with tensors before, we aren’t going to distinguish
between symmetric matrices and quadratic forms for simplicity.
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Algorithm 2 v-algorithm, first-read version, single component
Choose v ∈ Sn−1 uniformly at random.
Solve the optimisation problem
max
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, v〉
over all SOS polynomials W  0 satisfying deg(W) ≤ d− 2 and ∑mi=1 λiW(ai) = 1.
(The starting point for the SOS solver may be chosen as the constant polynomial
W0 = 1/∑
m
i=1 λi).
Let W∗ denote the output of this optimisation problem.
Compute the matrix M := ∑mi=1 λiW
∗(ai)aiaTi
Compute an eigenvalue decomposition of M with corresponding eigenvectors of
unit length.
Let u denote the computed eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue µ.
Decide the sign of u. To this end, compute the vector
w :=
m
∑
i=1
λiW
∗(ai)ai (≈ aj)
If sgn(〈u,w〉) < 0 replace u by −u.
Output
√
µu. This vector will be precisely the aj maximizing 〈ai, v〉
Output 1
W∗(√µu) . This scalar will be precisely λj
Now, this is in some sense an “illicit” formulation of an algorithm, since we wrote
down the operations, functions and constraints involved in terms of the solution
λ1a1, . . . ,λmam. To get an actually implementable algorithm (and thus get a proof
of Theorem 4.1), we need to show that all of these can be rewritten in terms of the
input data M1, . . . ,M2m.
Let us first, though, review why this algorithm produces the correct result. To this
end, we formulate correctness in the following theorem and prove it.
Theorem 4.2. Let W∗ be an optimiser of
max
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, v〉 (∗) (20)
over all SOS polynomials W ∈ R[X]≤2m satisfying
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai) = 1 (21)
Then for j = argmaxi∈[m]〈ai, v〉:
W∗(ai) =
1
λi
δij (22)
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and therefore ∑mi=1 λiW
∗(ai)aiaTi = aja
T
j . From that we can compute ±aj and λj.
Proof. Note that since we are optimizing over SOS polynomials of degree d − 2 ≥
2m− 2, the feasible space contains the interpolation polynomials
Ij = 1
λi
∏
i 6=j
‖X − ai‖2
‖ai − aj‖2
which satisfy
Ij(ai) =
{
1
λi
, if i = j
0, otherwise
}
(23)
Our claim is that any optimal solutionW∗ must satisfy the property in (23) as well for
j = argmaxi∈[m]〈ai, v〉. (Note that with probability one over the choice of v, the values
〈ai, v〉 will all be distinct. Hence there will be only one maximiser j which justifies the
usage of the argmax function.) Indeed, we see that for any feasible W, since W is a
sum of squares, we have λiW(ai) ≥ 0 and thus
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, v〉 ≤
( m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
)
〈aj, v〉 = 〈aj, v〉 (24)
where strict inequality holds if the term λjW(aj) is strictly smaller than 1.
21 Since Ij
attains the upper bound (24), W∗ must, too, and by the above we get λiW∗(ai) = δij as
claimed. Hence the matrix M is precisely
M = aja
T
j
Any eigenvector of M with nonzero eigenvalue is contained in im(M) and therefore a
multiple of aj. Since u has unit length, u = ± ai‖ai‖ . It remains to recover ‖aj‖ and the
sign. Note that for the corresponding eigenvalue µ we know
µu = Mu = aja
T
j
(
± aj‖aj‖
)
= ±‖aj‖aj = ‖aj‖2u
Hence µ = ‖aj‖2 and thus √µu will be either aj or −aj. It remains to show that the
sign is correct. Note that
w =
m
∑
i=1
λiW
∗(ai)ai = aj (25)
will also be equal to aj. Hence sgn(〈u,w〉) = 1 if and only if√µu = aj and sgn(〈u,w〉) =
sgn(−‖aj‖2) = −1 otherwise. Now since we recovered aj = √µu, we might plug it
into the identity λjW
∗(aj) = 1 to recover λj = 1W∗(√µu) as well.
21Here we use that the values 〈ai, v〉 are all distinct, whence there is precisely one maximum value.
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Remark 4.3. At this point the observant reader is probably questioning why we didn’t just
output w, which would have been much simpler. There is no actual reason for this except
for the fact that reducing to a matrix will be slightly more natural for the case of even degree
tensor decomposition in the next section: When we can not distinguish between ±ai anyway,
computing the matrix aia
T
i will save us from having to make a sign-decision. This decision is
instead transferred to the computation of the top eigenvectors.22
Remark 4.4. On invalid input (that is, input which does not fulfill the requirements), weird
things might happen: If for instance the degree of W is too low, then M will likely not be a
rank 1 matrix (but it might still be very close to one, which is essentially what we show in §5).
And if for instance µ = ∑mi=1 λiδai is a signed measure (where the weights λi ∈ R \ {0} may
be negative) then we can show by the same interpolation argument that the decomposition is
unique for d ≥ 2m (assuming the m components are distinct). However, we can in general
not compute this decomposition by the v-Algorithm: If one of the components has a negative
weight λi < 0, then the optimisation problem will immediately become unbounded and thus
there will be no optimiser. This result will then also certify that µ is not a measure of finite
support size (for otherwise we would have a bound on the optimal value).
Still, this property of the algorithm reveals an issue problematic for noise stability: If the
moments of µ are disturbed by some small noise tensors, this might result in an unbounded
problem, since e.g. an arbitrarily small but negative 0 ≈ λi < 0 might have an arbitrarily high
impact on the optimal value of the SOS programme. This can be dealt with by introducing a
“complexity bound” on W implying e.g. an upper bound on ‖W‖F. Bounding the complexity
of W comes with the usual issues known from Machine Learning problems: Having the bound
too small results in a sub-optimal solution (“underfitting”), while leaving it too high makes the
algorithm more vulnerable to noise (“overfitting”).
Let us now summarise what is left to do. We need to show that. . .
(a) The algorithm can be written down in a way that relies only on the input data.
(b) We can repeat the algorithm m times in order to recover all components. In
particular, we need a constraint which ensures that we will not recover the same
component twice.
We’ll start by writing down the algorithm in rigid manner, showing (a) and (b) si-
multaneously (see Algorithm 3). Now we’re ready to prove Theorem 4.1, in particular
that Algorithm 3 produces the correct results.
Proof. (of Theorem 4.1) Let us show first that the functions and constraints are indeed
the same as before. Suppose the Tk admit a simultaneous decomposition
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k
22By that we mean the eigenvectors u ∈ Sn−1 of unit length that correspond to the largest eigenvalue.
For some matrices, e.g. for (real) symmetric matrices with n distinct eigenvalues, there are precisely
two top eigenvectors ±u.
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Algorithm 3 v-algorithm, implementable version, all components
Input: Tensors T0 ∈ R[X]=0, . . . , Td ∈ R[X]=d
Output: Vectors c1, . . . , cm and weights ρ1, . . . , ρm ∈ R>0 satisfying Tk = ∑mi=1 ρi〈ci,X〉k
Require: d even and there should exist a moment decomposition of the input with m
weighted components for some m satisfying d ≥ 2m.
Procedure:
1: repeat
2: Choose v ∈ Sn−1 uniformly at random.
3: Solve the SOS optimisation problem
max〈W〈v,X〉 |
d
∑
k=1
Tk〉F (∗)
over all polynomials W  0 satisfying deg(W) ≤ d− 2 and 〈W | ∑d−2k=0 Tk〉F = 1.
4: Let W∗ denote the output of this optimisation problem.
5: Compute the matrix / quad. form M := 〈W∗ ⊗ id | ∑dk=2 Tk〉F
6: Compute an eigenvalue decomposition of M with corresponding eigenvectors
of unit length.
7: Let u denote the computed eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
µ.
8: Output ci :=
√
µu as the component and ρi :=
1
W∗(ci)
as the weight.
9: Add the linear constraint W(ci) = 0 to the SOS optimisation problem (∗). In-
crement i
10: until the problem (∗) becomes infeasible
Let us fix this decomposition. By the results of §3.4, in particular by Prop. 3.31 and
Cor. 3.34, we have that
〈W |
d−2
∑
k=0
Tk〉F =
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)
〈W ⊗ id |
d
∑
k=2
Tk〉F =
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)〈ai,X〉2 (= M) (26)
and 〈W〈v,X〉 |
d
∑
k=2
Tk〉F =
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)〈ai, v〉
Note that all of these (the objective function, the left side of the constraint and M)
are linear functions in the variable W and W is the only variable, since v is fixed and
the Tk are all given constant tensors. In particular, (∗) is indeed an SOS programme.
The equations (26) show that the first loop of the algorithm will indeed yield a com-
ponent of the Tk. In fact, it’ll yield the component ai which maximises 〈ai, v〉. Note
that the constraint W(ci) = ∑|α|≤dWαcαi = 0 is linear in W, too (while ci is known at
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that time), and can thus be expressed by computing the powers cαi of ci.
To see that we can recover all components, we claim that:
(i) in each step we get a component that we didn’t have before.
(ii) the algorithm terminates after precisely m steps.
(i) is actually quite clear: In the first step, since there are no restrictions of the kind
W(ci) = 0 yet, W
∗ will concentrate on the component maximizing 〈ai, v〉 over all
i ∈ [m] as we’ve seen before. Suppose that in the first k steps we’ve got each time
a distinct vector with corresponding weight, say ρ1c1, . . . , ρkck. By induction suppose
that we have a matching:
c1 = aσ(1), . . . , ck = aσ(k)
for some permutation σ of [m] (and likewise for the weights). Let ck+1 denote the
output of the k+1-st iteration which was subject to the constraints W(c1) = . . . =
W(ck) = 0. Now some of the terms in the estimation (24) will vanish, allowing us to
refine our bound to:
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, v〉 =
m
∑
i=1,
ai/∈{c1,...,ck}
λiW(ai)〈ai, v〉 ≤
( m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
)
max
i s.t.
ai/∈{c1,...,ck}
〈ai, v〉 (27)
which is again attained by the interpolation polynomial corresponding to the max-
imising ai /∈ {c1, . . . , ck}. By the same arguments that were used in the proof of The-
orem 4.2 we can then again reduce our tensor to a rank 1 matrix and see that we get
a new component out of it (which is precisely the maximising ai /∈ {c1, . . . , ck} and
equal to ck+1) together with the corresponding weight.
(ii): After m iterations, by our previous considerations, we will have added the con-
straints W(a1) = . . . = W(am) = 0. But then the constraint ∑
m
i=1 λiW(ai) = 1 of the
SOS problem becomes infeasible.
Remark 4.5. Note that when choosing the decomposition a1, . . . , am, it might seem like we
had a freedom of choice. However, we get that the resulting output {c1, . . . , cm} is equal to
{a1, . . . , am} independently of the choice of the ai. This shows that there is in fact only one
possible choice for the ai (up to renumbering). Thus the algorithm provides us with a proof
of uniqueness in this setting.
Remark 4.6. Note that the algorithm would also work without resampling the random vector
v in every iteration (as long as v is not orthogonal to any of the components which is the case
with probability 1). However, then the optimal value might get very low on the last iterations
which is bad for several reasons that will become slightly more obvious from section §5. Also, if
one of the components is the zero vector, it will be recovered if all other remaining components
attain a negative value of 〈ai, v〉. In this case, M will be the zero matrix.
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4.2 v-Algorithm for Tensor Decomposition
The algorithm developed in §4.1 can be adapted to work for tensor decomposition
as well, that is, when only one tensor T of degree d ∈ 2N>2 (and rank m ≤ d/2)
is given. This is possible even though the v-algorithm makes explicit use of all the
lower-degree-moments to write down the constraints and the objective function.
To achieve this, we would need to generate something alike lower degree moments
of the ai. But generating the actual lower degree moments from the input T has to be
impossible, particularly since the ai will never be unique in the setting of even degree
tensor decomposition. But we have a chance in generating some “fake moments”
by abusing the input ambiguity which we described in 3.12: Suppose again for this
section that
T =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉d
is a tensor decomposition of T. Pick some random w ∈ Sn−1 and compute the tensors
Tk :=
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,w〉d−k〈ai,X〉k, k ∈ {0, . . . , d} (28)
by applying the linear maps φ〈w,X〉d−k⊗id to T. Note that T = Td.
Now, the Tk aren’t necessarily proper moments of the ai. But in some sense, they are
fake moments: Indeed, write λi := 〈ai,w〉d and bi := ai〈ai,w〉 . Then we have
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,w〉−k〈ai,X〉k =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈bi,X〉k (29)
From that we see that the tensors Tk admit a simultaneous weighted decomposition
with weights λi and components bi. Once we have both the weights λi and the compo-
nents bi, we might get the true components ai out of them. Let’s see what will happen
if we plug those fake moments into the v–algorithm.
Algorithm 4 shows a version of the v–algorithm that has been “hacked” in such a
way that whenever it gets fed with the fake moments described above it outputs the
correct components up to a factor of ±1. We do not have to prove much here since
most of the work has already been done in the previous section. In particular, we
know that (λi, bi) in line 8 will be one component-weight pair of the unique solution
to the moment decomposition problem
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈bi,X〉k (30)
that we described above. Since we know uniqueness, there is no other possibility than
λi = 〈aj,w〉d
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and bi =
aj
〈aj,v〉 for some aj. Furthermore, this aj will be exactly the one maximising the
ratio
〈aj,v〉
〈aj,w〉 , since the objective function satisfies
m
∑
i=1
λiW(bi)〈bi, v〉 =
m
∑
i=1
λiW(bi)
〈ai, v〉
〈ai,w〉 ≤
(
m
∑
i=1
λiW(bi)
)
〈aj, v〉
〈aj,w〉 =
〈aj, v〉
〈aj,w〉
for j = argmaxi∈[m]
〈aj,v〉
〈aj,w〉 . Note that we used again that the values
〈aj,v〉
〈aj,w〉 are distinct
and well-defined due to randomness of w. Actually, v does not necessarily need to be
random any more, since w already is: The only thing we have to ensure is that v 6= w.
(However, low correlation between v and w is of course preferable, e.g. v ⊥ w).
Algorithm 4 v-algorithm for tensor decomposition
Input: A single tensor T ∈ R[X]=d
Output: Vectors c1, . . . , cm satisfying T = ∑
m
i=1〈ci,X〉d
Require: d even and there should exist a decomposition of T with m components for
some m satisfying d ≥ 2m.
Procedure:
1: repeat
2: Choose w ∈ Sn−1 uniformly at random and then v ∈ Sn−1 from the uniform
distribution conditioned on v ⊥ w.
3: Generate the “fake moments”
Tk = φ〈w,X〉d−k⊗id(T)
for k ∈ {0, . . . , d}.
4: Solve the SOS optimisation problem
max〈W〈v,X〉 |
d
∑
k=1
Tk〉F (∗)
over all polynomials W  0 satisfying deg(W) ≤ d− 2 and 〈W | ∑d−2k=0 Tk〉F = 1
and W( ci〈ci,w〉 ) = 0 for all ci that have already been recovered.
5: Let W∗ denote the output of this optimisation problem.
6: Compute the matrix / quad. form M := 〈W∗ ⊗ id | ∑dk=2 Tk〉F
7: Compute an eigenvalue decomposition of M with corresponding eigenvectors
of unit length.
8: Let u denote the computed eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigen-
value µ.
9: Let bi :=
√
µu and λi :=
1
W∗(bi)
.
10: Output ci :=
d
√
λibi as one of the components (up to ±1).
11: until the problem (∗) becomes infeasible
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Remark 4.7. (Success probability in floating point systems) Note that the v–algorithm has
success probability 1 even though it contains a randomised step which is the choice of v. There-
fore we can say that it is just a “mildly randomised” algorithm contrary to the procedures in
[BKS15] and [GM15], where even a single component recovery step can have a very low suc-
cess probability ≪ 1. However, the choice of v will start to matter in the approximate setting
of §5. Though even here there is an issue when performing this algorithm in a finite-accuracy
floating point system: We have used the argument that the values of the scalar products 〈ai, v〉
are all pairwise distinct. Now with a certain positive probability it could happen that these
values are indistinguishable up to the numerical accuracy. In this case, our recovery step could
fail and we would have to repeat it. Now what is the probability for this event? Let us consider
the set
Eij = {v ∈ Sn−1 | |〈ai − aj, v〉| > ǫ}
which corresponds to the good event that two values of the scalar products are distinguish-
able up to ǫ. Geometrically spoken, this set can be imagined as the intersection of the two
half spaces {v ∈ Rn | ±〈ai − aj, v〉 > ǫ} with the n– dimensional unit sphere. It can
be shown that the probability to hit Eij with the choice of v is 2π arccos( ǫ‖ai−aj‖ ) and that
arccos(x)→ π2 (x→ 0) with convergence order θ(x). The probability that not all the val-
ues are pairwise distinct is then by the union bound ≤ m
(
1− 2π arccos( ǫmini 6=j ‖ai−aj‖ )
)
. Thus
recovery works if ǫ is several orders of magnitude smaller than ‖ai − aj‖ and m is reasonable.
4.3 Qualitative Aspects
This short section is dedicated to the discussion of special cases as well as some ideas,
optimisations and alternative approaches that we will not elaborate in full detail.
Let us start with some special situations where exact recovery is possible from less
data than d = 2m. In particular, we want to point out the connection between the
v–algorithm and Jennrich’s algorithm.
Orthogonal Components and Connection to Jennrich’s Algorithm The above algo-
rithm implies that there is only one quadrature formula fulfilling the requirements and
thus gives a proof of uniqueness in this setting. However, note that knowing d ≥ 2m
moments is quite a heavy requirement.
In special instances, the v-algorithm might achieve exactness for way smaller values
of d. As a friendly example, consider the tensor
T =
m
∑
i=1
〈ei,X〉d
where ei ∈ Rn denotes the i−th standard basis vector. On the set {e1, . . . , en}, the
polynomial Xi evaluates the same way as the 0/1 indicator function 1ei . Well, Xi is no
SOS polynomial, but X2i is and from that we get that the v−algorithm will recover the
exact solution even for d = 4. A more detailed analysis shows that the case d = 3 can
also be made to work: The objective function
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max
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)〈ai, v〉
can of course be written down with a degree-2+1 polynomial W〈v,X〉 on the left
hand side of Reznick’s inner product. However, since W consumes two degrees, we
will not have enough data to compute the matrix M. But we can still do the “vector
reduction” outlined in Equation (25). In the case ai = ei, we may now use W = X
2
i as
a testimony to show that this adapted v−algorithm can recover the components of T
exactly even for d = 3. More generally, if the ai are linearly independent, then there
exists an invertible matrix S such that Sai = ei. Hence W˜ := W(SX) testimonies that
the v-algorithm succeeds for the linearly independent case.
Its theoretical properties in this setting correspond precisely to those of Jennrich’s
algorithm, where we needed the moments of degree 2 and 3 (the second moment was
used to transform the components to orthogonal ones). These moments are precisely
the ones that the v−algorithm needs in this setting: Note that our testimony W is
homogeneous of degree 2, whence we do not need the moments of degree 0 and 1.
Also, it seems that the lower-order moment generation procedure isn’t able to generate
the second order moment: This is due to the fact that the weights λi = 〈ai, v〉d have to
be positive for which we get a guarantee only if d is even. This analysis demonstrates
that the v-algorithm can indeed be seen as a generalisation of Jennrich’s algorithm to
the overcomplete setting.
Using Symmetry Another friendly example are the vertices of a regular simplex with
edge length r in n dimensions. Here ‖aj − ai‖ attains only two values: 0 and r. There-
fore we can choose a univariate SOS interpolation polynomial23 p ∈ R[Λ] of degree 2
with p(0) = 1, p(r) = 0 and we see that p(‖X − aj‖2) testimonies that exact recovery
is possible already from the moments of degree less or equal 4, independent of n. It’s
one of the beautiful properties of this algorithm that it can exploit such symmetry with
seemingly no additional effort.24
Components with Differing Lengths and Discriminatory Polynomials An obvious
downside that comes with the randomness is that we will not get the components in
any particular order. Depending on the choice of v, they could get recovered in any
order, with the odds slightly favouring components of high norm ‖ai‖ to come first.25
23E.g. p = (1− 1r Λ)2
24Note that tensor decomposition over the simplex is relatively easy: Since there are only n+ 1 points
a1, . . . , an+1 in question, we can make the ansatz Tk = ∑
m
i=1 λi〈ai,X〉k and just search for the weights
via linear least squares. This shall thus just be seen as an illustrative example. Note further that
the latter algorithm needs a priori knowledge on where the components are situated whereas the
v-algorithm does not.
25Note that the actual chance for a component to become argmaxi〈ai, v〉 depends not only on the norm,
but also on the geometry of the ai: Isolated components are more likely to be picked than components
which have a “neighbour” being highly correlated with them.
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However, there are deterministic variants of the algorithm working for certain spe-
cial cases, of which we want to present one. Suppose the ai all have different lengths.
Now, what we could try to do in the case of moment decomposition is to replace the
objective function (∗) by
〈W(X21 + . . .+ X2n) |
d
∑
k=2
Tk〉F =
m
∑
i=1
W(ai)‖ai‖2 (31)
Then we can again characterise the optimizing weight functions like we did before:
Indeed, they will concentrate on the highest-norm component. Be careful: The require-
ment of distinct norms ‖ai‖ is inherently necessary. Otherwise in general we will not
get a rank 1 matrix! (Note further that this will recover the highest norm components
first and not necessarily the highest magnitude components).
In the general setting of tensor decomposition, it’s possible (and it may or may not
be useful) to replace 〈bi, v〉 by ‖bi‖2 = ‖ai‖
2
〈ai,w〉2 , since sufficient randomness is already
given by the denominator of ‖ai‖
2
〈ai,w〉2 . More generally, we can actually plug in any non-
constant polynomial f of degree at most 2 in place of 〈v,X〉2, since the differences
f (aj)− f (ai) will be non-zero with probability one (for moment decompositions this
is also true as long as the polynomial f is sampled from a continuous distribution.
If we have some prior knowledge about the domain of the ai, it might be possible
to choose f deterministically in a way that guarantees that the differences are always
non-zero).
The analysis suggests that it makes sense to introduce the notion of discriminatory
polynomials, which are polynomials achieving high values of mini 6=j f (aj)− f (ai) for the
component aj maximising f . Once we move to the setting of approximate recovery, the
choice of f becomes crucial. We will see that we need to make a choice which provides
us with a sufficiently big gap mini 6=j f (aj)− f (ai). While it can be shown that random
choices achieve this gap with substantial probability, finding good choices of f could
be an interesting subject of further research.
Canonical Procedures for Lower-Degree Moment Generation In the setting of ten-
sor decomposition, where we do not have the lower degree moments, a common con-
straint is to require that all components have unit length, i.e. ‖ai‖ = 1. The lengths
are then either put into some weights λi, which yields an equivalent formulation, or
the weights are still assumed to be one, which results in a proper special case and a
slightly simplified problem. (For some problems related to tensor decomposition this
is justified, see for example [BKS15]). This implies that for each even k we can generate
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
〈ai,X〉k =
m
∑
i=1
‖ai‖d−k〈ai,X〉k = 〈(X21 + . . .+ X2n)(d−k)/2⊗ id | T〉F (32)
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which is then the true moment of the ai. In the general case, we can still compute the
even degree fake moments
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
‖ai‖d−k〈ai,X〉k = 〈(X21 + . . .+ X2n)(d−k)/2⊗ id | T〉F (33)
and feed them as input to the algorithm. This will force a decision on the input ambi-
guity 3.12: It will automatically ensure that the algorithm interprets the components
as points of unit length ai‖ai‖ and the weights as λi = ‖ai‖d.
Unfortunately, it’s not clear what we can do in order to obtain the correspond-
ing ‖ai‖k-scaled moments when k is odd. It’s very plausible though that there is no
canonical choice here to make. Note that having these fake moments for odd degree
would automatically enable us to distinguish between ai and −ai. But these are in-
distinguishable in an even degree tensor! Here, the moment generation procedure
essentially makes a random, noncanonical decision. One could ask though whether
it’s possible to generate
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
ski ‖ai‖d−k〈ai,X〉k
for some si ∈ {±1}, which is a question we have to leave open. This corresponds to
the question whether we could potentially plug in
√
X21 + . . .+ X
2
n
k
into (33) in a way
that makes sense.
Of course we could still try to run the algorithm with only the even degree inputs.
As we’ve seen in section 3.4, this means that we’d essentially optimise over weight
polynomials with vanishing odd degree homogeneous parts. If in that way we get a
solution vector c, it might be an inferior approximation compared to the vector we’d
have gotten out of the v–algorithm.
However, note that there exist reasonable testimonies for this case, e.g. we could
concatenate some univariate interpolation polynomial p with ‖aj‖2‖X‖2 − 〈aj,X〉2:
All monomials occurring in p(‖aj‖2‖X‖2 − 〈aj,X〉2) have even degree. The values
of ‖aj‖2‖ai‖2 − 〈aj, ai〉2 for i 6= j will be distinct from 0 by Cauchy-Schwarz (as long as
no other component ai is a multiple of aj) and therefore we can choose an interpolation
polynomial p such that p(‖aj‖2‖ai‖2 − 〈aj, ai〉2) = δij. This shows that the approach
of this paragraph is a valid alternative to the generation of randomised lower degree
fake moments in §4.2.
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5 Efficient Tensor Decomposition via SOS
Throughout this section, let again
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ai,X〉k (34)
a weighted decomposition of the tensors T0, T1, . . . , Td. Let also v ∈ Sn−1 be random
and reconsider the SOS optimisation problem
max〈W〈v,X〉 |
d
∑
k=1
Tk〉F
over all W ∈ R[X]≤d−2, W  0 satisfying (35)
〈W |
d−2
∑
k=0
Tk〉F = 1
We’ve seen that in the setting d ≥ 2m the algorithm allows for a very clean analysis.
However, having access to moments of that high order is a very heavy requirement
and results in very bad running time: Solving the degree d SOS programmes involved
will take our black box n2m time steps, which is exponential in m. The obvious next
question to ask is what guarantees we will get if we restrict to SOS programmes which
are polynomial–sized in both m and n. (This would be the case if for instance d
depended logarithmically on m). In this regime, we can’t of course hope for W to
vanish on all but one ai. However, we can try to search for a weight polynomial
which attains very small values on most of the components while being of relatively high
magnitude on one particular component.
The matrix M will then be only very close to a rank 1 matrix. But as long as this
approximation is good enough, we will be able to show that the top eigenvectors of
M are still very close to one of the components. To this end, we will make use of the
following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. (Eigenvectors of gapped matrices - Adapted from Lemma A.3 in [HSS16])
Let M ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric matrix and let a ∈ Rn , γ > 0 such that
‖M− aaT‖spec ≤ ‖M‖spec − γ‖a‖2
Then for each top eigenvector u of M we have 〈u, a‖a‖ 〉2 ≥ γ.
Proof. Denote by µmax the eigenvalue of M of largest absolute value. Recall the char-
acterisation
µ2max = ‖M‖2spec = 〈Mu,Mu〉
for any top eigenvector u of M. Thus ‖M‖spec = supx∈Sn−1 |〈x,Mx〉|. Let u denote a
top eigenvector of M. In particular, ‖M‖spec = |〈u,Mu〉| and therefore
‖M− aaT‖spec ≥ |〈u, (M− aaT)u〉| ≥ |〈u,Mu〉| − 〈u, a〉2 = ‖M‖spec − 〈u, a〉2
Hence ‖M‖spec − 〈u, a〉2 ≤ ‖M‖spec − γ‖a‖2, implying γ‖a‖2 ≤ 〈u, a〉2.
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This will give us a guarantee that the top eigenvector is close to the true component
aj as long as theW-weighted Matrix M is sufficiently close to a rank 1 matrix. Now we
are interested in the question how close the matrix M can actually become to a rank
1 matrix for a given value of d. From the preceding discussion it should be very clear
that there are two essential issues to answer here:
1. How close can a degree d < 2m polynomial come to one of the 0/1 Kronecker
delta functions δij on the set K := {a1, . . . , am}?
2. How close will the optimiserW∗ come to one of the δij?
The first question asks for the best testimony in the feasible space, while the second
question asks how reliably the optimisation solves for a polynomial which has similar
properties as the testimony. In the exact case, recall that the optimiser and the testi-
mony (which was an interpolation polynomial) were equally good for our purposes.
In the approximate setup, this will not be the case anymore: Our results will depend
on the choice of v, so we have to make a good choice. Let us first address though the
testimony problem:
5.1 Finding a Testimony
Univariate Chebyshev Polynomials During this paragraph, let us switch to the uni-
variate case, where Λ is a scalar algebraic unknown. In this case, there is already a lot
of common knowledge about similar optimisation problems that will help us.
Definition 5.2. The degree-d polynomials Td uniquely determined by
∀ϑ ∈ R : Td(cos(ϑ)) = cos(dϑ) (36)
are well-known as the Chebyshev polynomials.
These polynomials have several characterising extremal properties one of which is
shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let x ∈ R not in the interval [−1, 1]. Consider the optimisation problem
max p(x)
subject to |p| ≤ 1 on [−1, 1] (37)
p ∈ R[Λ]≤d
The unique optimiser to this problem is the Chebyshev polynomial Td.
Proof. (taken from [FP10]) For any d + 1 values t1, . . . , td+1 we can express any p ∈
R[X]≤d by the interpolation formula
p =
d+1
∑
j=1
p(ti)∏
i 6=j
(Λ− ti)
(ti − tj)
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Evaluating this formula in x and using that |p(ti)| ≤ 1 yields the bound
p(x) =
d+1
∑
j=1
p(ti)∏
i 6=j
(x− ti)
(ti − tj) (38)
≤
d+1
∑
j=1
|p(ti)|∏
i 6=j
|x− ti|
|ti − tj|
≤
d+1
∑
j=1
∏
i 6=j
|x− ti|
|ti − tj| (39)
This bound is attained if and only if p(ti) = sgn(ui) for all i ∈ [d + 1] where ui :=
∏i 6=j
|x−ti|
|ti−tj| . Since x /∈ [−1, 1], the terms |x− ti| have the same sign for all i. Together
with the fact that t1 < . . . < td+1 were sorted in ascending order, we get sgn(ui+1) =
(−1) sgn(ui), that is, the signs of p have to alternate between 1 and −1 on d+ 1 values.
For a polynomial of degree d bounded by 1, this is only possible if t2, . . . , td are the
d − 1 local maximisers of p and t1, td+1 ∈ {±1} are boundary maximisers of p on
[−1, 1].
All y ∈ [−1, 1] may be represented as y = cos(ϑ) for some ϑ ∈ [0,π). Using the
identity
Td(cos(ϑ)) = cos(dϑ)
and the properties of the cosine function, we see that over the course of one semi-
period of cos(ϑ) (that is, as ϑ increases from 0 to π) the values of Td perform d semi-
periods, attaining d+ 1 times a value of±1. Hence the d–th Chebyshev polynomial has
indeed this oscillating property and is thus the solution to this optimisation problem.
Definition 5.4. Let I = [a, b] an interval (where a < b). Consider the linear polynomial
ψ :=
2
b− aX −
b+ a
b− a
mapping [a, b] to [−1, 1] monotonically. Then
TI ,d := Td(ψ(X)) (40)
is called the d-th Chebyshev polynomial on I .
Corollary 5.5. On the interval I = [a, b], where b > a > 0, the Chebyshev polynomial TI ,d
on I is the optimiser of
max p(0)
subject to |p(x)| ≤ 1 on I (41)
p ∈ R[Λ]≤d
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The optimum value is
TI ,d(0) = Td
(
b+ a
b− a
)
=
1
2
(
κ +
√
κ2 − 1
)d
+
1
2
(
κ −
√
κ2 − 1
)d ∈ O(κd) (42)
where we used the abbreviation κ := b+ab−a . The optimum value grows exponentially with d.
Proof. The optimality property follows trivially from Lemma 5.3. For the explicit value
of the optimum we used the well-known fact that
Td(x) = 1
2
(
x+
√
x2 − 1
)d
+
1
2
(
x−
√
x2 − 1
)d
for |x| > 1 and that κ = b+ab−a > 1 since 0 < a < b.
Multivariate Chebyshev Polynomials Now, from univariate Chebyshev polynomials
it’s just a small step to multivariate but rotation symmetric polynomials:
Proposition 5.6. Let d ≡ 2 mod 4, x ∈ Rn and q := ‖X − x‖2. We have that
TI ,(d−2)/2(q) + 1 (43)
is a rotation symmetric26 SOS polynomial.
Proof. Since d ≡ 2 mod 4 we know that TI ,(d−2)/2 is an even degree polynomial. At
any of its local minima it attains the value −1. Therefore, TI ,(d−2)/2 + 1 is a nonneg-
ative polynomial in one variable – hence a sum of squares. The concatenation with
another SOS polynomial q yields of course again an SOS polynomial. Symmetry under
rotations around x is clear.
Note that this polynomial has a local maximum at X = x. It attains high values
on y when ‖y− x‖ is either very small or very big. For moderately sized ‖y− x‖2 ∈
[a, b] = I it will attain low values. Therefore, such a polynomial does just what we
want if x = aj and ‖aj − ai‖ ∈ [a, b] for all i 6= j. We could thus take
[a, b] = [κmin, κmax]
(with κmin, κmax as defined in 3.18), but it might be wise to be cautious and leave some
extra space, e.g. to take
[a, b] = [
1
2
κmin − δ, 2κmax + δ]
for some small δ ≥ 0.27 Let us therefor write
Wj,δ := T[κmin−δ, κmax+δ],(d−2)/2(‖X − aj‖2) + 1
26that is, w.r.t rotations around x
27We will need this δ-wide safety margin in section §5.5. The factor of 2 is needed due to an unfortunate
suboptimality of the SOS proof we will give there.
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These SOS polynomials aren’t all members of the feasible space, since in general they
will not fulfill
m
∑
i=1
Wj,δ(ai) = 1
Of course this can be fixed by a simple rescaling, but we do not know the exact scaling
factor. Let Wj,δ,test denote the correctly rescaled version of Wj,δ. What we’re actually
interested in is
w := wj,δ := ‖Wj,δ,test‖∞,I := sup
‖x−aj‖2∈I
Wj,δ,test(x)
The following proposition deals with the unknown scaling factor by estimating w. Let
us in the following suppress j and δ (and sometimes also I) in the notation.
Proposition 5.7. Let d ≡ 2 mod 4. Fix some j ∈ [m]. For the polynomials q := ‖X − aj‖2
and Cd := TI ,(d−2)/2 + 1 we have that
Cd(q) = TI ,(d−2)/2(q) + 1 (44)
is a rotation symmetric28 member of the feasible space of (35) after rescaling. Let us denote by
Wtest the unique multiple of Cd(q) such that
m
∑
i=1
λiWtest(ai) = 1 (45)
and write
w := ‖Wtest‖∞,I (46)
We claim that
r :=
Cd(0)
2
=
Wtest(aj)
w
and (47)
w ≤ 1
rλj
≤ 2
λj
(
1
2
(
κ +
√
κ2 − 1
)d
+
1
2
(
κ −
√
κ2 − 1
)d
+ 1
)−1
∈ O(κ−d) (48)
where κ =
2κmax+
1
2 κmin
2κmax− 12κmin+2δ
Proof. Note that the ratio r = Cd(0)‖Cd‖∞,I is invariant under rescaling, whence we clearly
have r =
Wtest(aj)
w
. Unlike w though, we can explicitly compute r. For the estimate, note
that
r =
Wtest(aj)
w
≤ 1
λjw
⇐⇒ w ≤ (rλj)−1 = 2
λjCd(0)
28that is, w.r.t rotations around aj
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This shows the first inequality in (48). The second inequality follows by plugging in
the known explicit value of r or Cd(0), respectively.
We will usually not work with the monstrosity that is Equation (48), but use instead
the qualitative fact that w ≤ 1
rλj
drops exponentially with d.
5.2 Guarantees for the Optimiser
Now that we know that there is a testimony in the feasible space which has the proper-
ties we want, we still have to show that the optimiserW∗ will concentrate on precisely
one of the ai (like the testimony did). Alas, this problem becomes much more diffi-
cult in the approximate setting: When we had the perfect testimony satisfying (23) in
the feasible space, we could easily deduce (22). This is due to the fact that if Ij does
not waste any concentration on a sub-optimal component, then neither can W∗. Now
however, our testimony will likely waste some concentration on components with a
very low value of 〈ai, v〉 and the optimiser could theoretically beat the testimony by
putting e.g. all of that concentration on the component achieving the second largest
value of 〈ai, v〉, provided that ∆j,i,v := 〈aj, v〉 − 〈ai, v〉 is very small.
The latter event is unlikely to happen, if ‖aj‖ ≥ ‖ai‖ and the components are not too
correlated, but the choice of v, whether it’s done randomly or deterministically, is still
a non-trivial issue which we will address in its own section. For the moment, let us
just see what guarantees we get for a fixed value of ∆j,i,v. To be slightly more general,
let us further replace the discriminatory polynomial 〈v,X〉 by an arbitrary polynomial
f of degree at most two. Likewise, ∆j,i,v is replaced by ∆j,i, f .
Lemma 5.8. Let W∗ denote the optimiser of
max
m
∑
i=1
W(ai) f (ai) (∗)
where f is some polynomial in X of degree less or equal 2 (e.g. f = 〈v,X〉 or f = 〈v,X〉2 or
f = (X21 + . . .+ X
2
n)). Then
∑
i 6=j
λiW
∗(ai) ≤ w · ‖λ‖1
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
(49)
Proof. Let us write again for brevity
∆j,i, f := f (aj)− f (ai) ≥ 0
where we suppose again that aj is the maximiser of f among all i. Since W
∗ is the
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optimiser of (∗), we have
m
∑
i=1
λiW
∗(ai) f (ai)−
m
∑
i=1
λiWtest(ai) f (ai) ≥ 0
⇐⇒

 f (aj)−∑
i 6=j
λiW
∗(ai)∆j,i, f

−

 f (aj)−∑
i 6=j
λiWtest(ai)∆j,i, f

 ≥ 0
⇐⇒∑
i 6=j
λi(Wtest(ai)−W∗(ai))∆j,i, f ≥ 0
If Wtest(ai) ≥ W∗(ai) for some i 6= j, then Wtest(ai)−W∗(ai) ≤ w. Otherwise we use
Wtest(ai) − W∗(ai) ≤ w − W∗(ai). Combining these, we can upper-bound the left
hand side and get
∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)≥W∗(ai)
λiw∆j,i, f − ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)<W
∗(ai)
λi(W
∗(ai)−Wtest(ai))∆j,i, f ≥ 0
=⇒ ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)≥W∗(ai)
λiw∆j,i, f ≥ ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)<W
∗(ai)
λi(W
∗(ai)−Wtest(ai))∆j,i, f ≥ 0
=⇒ ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)≥W∗(ai)
λiw∆j,i, f ≥ ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)<W
∗(ai)
λi(W
∗(ai)−w)∆j,i, f
=⇒ ∑
i 6=j
λiw∆j,i, f ≥ ∑
i 6=j
Wtest(ai)<W
∗(ai)
λiW
∗(ai)∆j,i, f
Hence
∑
i 6=j
λiW
∗(ai) ≤ (min
i 6=j
∆j,i, f )
−1 ∑
i 6=j
λiw∆j,i, f ≤ (min
i 6=j
∆j,i, f )
−1‖λ‖1wmax
i 6=j
∆j,i, f (50)
or, equivalently
λjW(aj) ≥ 1− ‖λ‖1w
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
(51)
Note that for f = 〈v,X〉2 or f = 〈v,X〉, the maximum delta value can easily be
bounded by maxi 6=j ‖ai − aj‖‖ai + aj‖ or maxi 6=j ‖ai − aj‖, respectively. The problem is
thus to find a polynomial f or a choice of v such that the minimum delta value can be
lower bounded. This seems to be a very hard task to make deterministically, but the
chance of getting a good choice of v at random is not too bad, as we will see. In certain
special cases, there might be systematic choices, especially when prior knowledge to
the domain of the ai is given (e.g. if they lie on the {±1}n-hypercube).
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5.3 Approximate Recovery of One Component
Now we’ve got everything we need in order to formulate the recovery step for a
single component, supposed we are given the correct choice of v as a parameter. To
be precise, the parameter is actually some discriminatory polynomial f which can of
course be chosen as 〈v,X〉. This kernel step is formulated in Algorithm 5. It will return
some component up to an error term that can be made infinitely small as d grows.
Algorithm 5 Approximate v-algorithm, one component, f given as parameter
Input: Tensors T0 ∈ R[X]=0, . . . , Td ∈ R[X]=d
Parameters: Some f ∈ R[X]≤2.
Output: One vector c satisfying 〈c, aj〉 ≥
(
1 − 2w · ‖λ‖1 · ρspec‖aj‖2 ·
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
)1/2
and
|‖c‖2 − ‖aj‖2| ≤ w · ‖λ‖1 · ρspec‖aj‖2 ·
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f for some j ∈ [m].
Require: d ≡ 2 mod 4 and there should exist a simultaneous decomposition Tk =
∑
m
i=1 λi〈ai,X〉k of the input with m distinct components.
Procedure:
1: Solve the SOS optimisation problem
max〈W〈v,X〉 |
d
∑
k=1
Tk〉F (∗)
over all polynomials W  0 satisfying deg(W) ≤ d− 2 and 〈W | ∑d−2k=0 Tk〉F = 1.
2: Let W∗ denote the output of this optimisation problem.
3: Compute the matrix / quad. form M := 〈W∗ ⊗ id | ∑dk=2 Tk〉F
4: Compute an eigendecomposition of Mwith eigenvalues and corresponding eigen-
vectors of unit length.
5: Let u denote the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue µ.
6: Decide the factor of ±1: Let L := ∑mi=1 λiW(ai)ai. If 〈u, L〉 > 0, do not change u.
Otherwise, replace u := −u.
7: Output c :=
√
µu as the component and ρ := 1
W(c) as the weight.
The procedure itself did not alter that much. We will start again by proving that the
first round of the algorithm will indeed yield an approximation to some component
of the Tk. To this end, we will prove the following theorem.
Lemma 5.9. Let j ∈ [m] andW an SOS polynomial such that ∑mi=1W(ai) = 1 and ∑i 6=jW(ai) ≤
C ∈ (0, 1). Then each top eigenvector u of M := ∑mi=1 λiW(ai)aiaTi satisfies
〈 aj‖aj‖ , u〉
2 ≥ γ
for γ = 1− 2Cρspec‖aj‖2 . Here, ρspec is one of the condition parameters from 3.18. In particular, if
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〈ai, u〉 ≥ 0 then
‖u− aj‖22 = ‖u‖22 + ‖aj‖22 − 2〈ai, u〉 ≤ 1+ (1− 2
√
γ
‖aj‖ )‖aj‖
2
2
Proof. Denote by µmax the eigenvalue of M of largest absolute value. Recall that
‖M‖spec is the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue of M. We have thus29
‖M‖spec = |µmax| = sup
x∈Sn−1
|M〈x, x〉|
We want to use Lemma 5.1. To this end, we need a lower bound for ‖M‖spec and an
upper bound for ‖M− ajaTj ‖spec:
‖aj‖2‖M‖spec ≥ M〈aj, aj〉 =
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, aj〉2
≥ (1−∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai))〈aj, aj〉2 +∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)〈ai, aj〉2
≥ ‖aj‖4 −∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)
(
〈aj, aj〉2 − 〈ai, aj〉2
)
≥ ‖aj‖4 − C‖aj‖2max
i 6=j
(
〈aj,
aj
‖aj‖ 〉
2 − 〈ai,
aj
‖aj‖ 〉
2
)
≥ ‖aj‖4 − C‖aj‖2max
i 6=j
sup
x∈Sn−1
(
〈aj, x〉2 − 〈ai, x〉2
)
≥ ‖aj‖4 − C‖aj‖2max
i 6=j
‖aiaTi − ajaTj ‖spec
= ‖aj‖4 − C‖aj‖2ρspec
Dividing by ‖aj‖2, we get the bound
‖M‖spec ≥ ‖aj‖2 − Cρspec (52)
29M is psd. Hence the | · | is actually unnecessary.
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Likewise we get, using λjW(aj)− 1 = −∑i 6=j λiW(ai)
‖M− ajaTj ‖spec = sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣ m∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2
∣∣∣
= sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)〈ai, x〉2 + (λjW(aj)− 1)〈aj, x〉2
∣∣∣
= sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)
(
〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2
) ∣∣∣
≤ sup
x∈Sn−1
∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)
∣∣∣〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2∣∣∣
≤ ∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai) sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2∣∣∣
≤ Cρspec
Therefore
‖M‖spec − ‖M− ajaTj ‖spec ≥ ‖aj‖2 − 2Cρspec = ‖aj‖2
(
1− 2Cρspec‖aj‖2
)
and thus we may apply lemma 5.1 with
γ := 1− 2Cρspec‖aj‖2
It remains to put all of these bounds together to prove our guarantees for the output.
Theorem 5.10. Let j ∈ [m] such that f (aj) is maximal among all ai. Then each top eigenvector
u of M := ∑mi=1 λiW
∗(ai)aiaTi satisfies
〈 aj‖aj‖ , u〉
2 ≥ 1− 2w · ‖λ‖1 · ρspec‖aj‖2 ·
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
Proof. By Lemma 5.8, we have ∑i 6=jW∗(ai) ≤ w · ‖λ‖1 maxi 6=j ∆j,i, fmini 6=j ∆j,i, f . Therefore we may
choose C := w · ‖λ‖1 maxi 6=j ∆j,i, fmini 6=j ∆j,i, f in Lemma 5.9 and get thus a vector u satisfying
〈 aj‖aj‖ , u〉
2 ≥ 1− 2w · ‖λ‖1 ·
ρspec
‖aj‖2 ·
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
out of M.
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Let us quickly discuss the meaning of the constants occurring in our bound of the
error term: w is the friendly approximation constant that we can make as small as we
want as we let d→ ∞ – or perhaps it’s better to say d→ 2m. Note that w will decrease
exponentially with d and that it depends only on d and the condition parameters κmin
and κmax.
30 As we saw already in the preliminaries, ρspec is part of the condition
parameters as well and we would have expected something related to the weights like
‖λ‖1 to occur in there anyway. The term ‖aj‖2 in the denominator is slightly weirder:
It tells us that we can’t recover components of small norm. First, we’d actually expect
the weight λj to occur there, too, since it should be ok to recover a vector of small
length as long as the weight is sufficiently big. We can indeed pull λj off the hat by
using the estimate w ≤ (λjr)−1.
But there is still a problem with vectors close to the zero vector. This seems to be
an issue with our recovery technique: These eigenvector methods all rely on vectors
of unit length and it’s probably due to the side effects of rescaling that everything gets
more unstable for small length components. I’m not entirely sure with this, though.
It would thus be preferable if we could without loss of generality assume that the
components were of unit length and rescale the weights accordingly. However, to be
able to do so while maintaining full generality, we would need to be able to generate
the fake moments
Tk =
m
∑
i=1
ski ‖ai‖k〈ai,X〉k
for some si ∈ {±1}, as outlined in §4.3.
Of course the most problematic term is 1mini 6=j ∆j,i, f . If we chose the wrong discrimi-
natory polynomial, then this term might actually cast a well-conditioned problem into
an ill-conditioned one. Therefore, we have to take care that at least we do not make
one of the worst possible choices. We dedicate the next section to this problem.
But first we have to show that the length and the factor of ±1 are correct, too. Note
that from Eq. (52) in the proof of Lemma 5.8 we already know that the top eigenvalue
µ1 satisfies
µ1 = ‖M‖spec ≥ ‖aj‖2 − Cρspec = ‖aj‖2 −w · ρspec‖λ‖1
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
(53)
30As long as we are recovering only one component, we do not yet need the safety margin ε, but this
will come in soon.
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By a very similar calculation, we also get the upper bound
‖M‖spec = sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣ m∑
i=1
λiW(ai)〈ai, x〉2
∣∣∣
= sup
x∈Sn−1
∣∣∣〈aj, x〉2 + ∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)
(
〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2
) ∣∣∣
≤ ‖aj‖2 + sup
x∈Sn−1
∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)
∣∣∣〈ai, x〉2 − 〈aj, x〉2∣∣∣
≤ ‖aj‖2 + Cρspec
Hence
|‖M‖spec − ‖aj‖2| ≤ Cρspec = w · ρspec‖λ‖1
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
(54)
Therefore |‖c‖2 − ‖aj‖2| = |µ1 − ‖aj‖2| = |‖M‖spec − ‖aj‖2| ≤ w · ρspec‖λ‖1 maxi 6=j ∆j,i, fmini 6=j ∆j,i, f
as claimed in Alg. 5, which shows approximate correctness of the length. For the sign,
let again
L =
m
∑
i=1
λiW(ai)ai
and note that
‖L− aj‖ = ‖∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)(ai − aj)‖ ≤ |∑
i 6=j
λiW(ai)|max
i 6=j
‖ai − aj‖
≤ C · √κmax = √κmax ·w · ‖λ‖1
maxi 6=j ∆j,i, f
mini 6=j ∆j,i, f
(55)
It’s clear that the scalar product 〈L, u〉 will be positive if and only if L is closer to u
than to −u. Equivalently, we can of course replace L by L · ‖aj‖. Set η := aj‖aj‖ . The
correct sign choice for u achieves ‖u− η‖ ≤ ‖u− (−η)‖. By Lemma 5.9 we know that
there exists a sign choice s ∈ {±1} such that
‖su− η‖2 = 2− 2〈η, su〉 ≤ 2− 2
√
1− 2Cρspec‖aj‖2 =: δ ∈ O(C) (56)
Now by the triangle inequality, (55) and (56), we have
‖su− L/‖aj‖‖ ≤ ‖su− η‖ + ‖η − L/‖aj‖‖ ≤
√
δ+ C · ‖aj‖
√
κmax ≈
√
C+ C≪ 1
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whereas for the wrong sign choice
‖su+ L/‖aj‖‖ = ‖(su− L/‖aj‖) + 2L/‖aj‖‖ ≥ |2‖L‖/‖aj‖ − ‖su− L/‖aj‖‖|
≥ 2 ‖L‖‖aj‖ − (
√
δ+ C · ‖aj‖√κmax) ≥ ‖L‖
≥ 2− (2C
√
κmax
‖aj‖ +
√
δ+ C · ‖aj‖
√
κmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:C˜
)
where the last step holds due to ‖L‖‖aj‖ ≥ 1−
‖L−aj‖
‖aj‖ ≥ 1− C
√
κmax
‖aj‖ . If C is small enough
such that C˜ ≤ 1 clearly we can distinguish the correct and the wrong s since for the
correct one 0 ≈ ‖su − L/‖aj‖‖ and ‖su+ L/‖aj‖‖ ≫ 1. We apologise for the sloppi-
ness in this one, but since this is about making a binary decision, we do not have to
care about how the exact error looks like as long as it will decrease fast with d.
Note that we didn’t give any guarantee regarding correctness of the weight. This
is very much intentional: W will usually be a (moderately) high degree polynomial
and thus if c is only slightly off from the true component aj, W(c) might already be
a terrible approximation for W(aj). Hence, trusting the continuity of W would be
madness! A much better idea is to recover all components ci first and then get the
weights by solving a linear least squares programme of the kind
min
λ∈Rn
>0
‖Td −
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ci,X〉d‖2F
It’s of course also possible to boost the accuracy of the components by running some
local searching procedure afterwards. As Hopkins et al. pointed out in [HSS16], there
is a lot of potential for synergy here, since these SOS based procedures output exactly
what a local searching procedure needs: Some approximate solution near the global
minimum of
d
∑
k=0
‖Tk −
m
∑
i=1
λi〈ci,X〉k‖2F
5.4 Choice of v
One thing we had to leave open up to now is the choice of v, or, more generally,
the choice of a suitable discriminatory polynomial f . Up to now, we’ve been always
trying to keep full generality. However, we currently do not know of any choice of
discriminatory polynomials that is universally good in the fully general case. Let us
switch therefore to the case ‖ai‖ = 1 for all i ∈ [m]. Also, it turns out that the choice
f = 〈v,X〉2 instead of 〈v,X〉 will make our life easier. Let us therefore redefine
∆j,i,v := 〈aj, v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2
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Now, we should first estimate the chances to find a good v ∼ U at random. Precisely,
we’re interested in the conditional probability
Pv∼U
[
〈aj, v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2 ≥ r | ∀k 6= i, j : 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ 〈ai, v〉2 ≥ 〈ak, v〉2
]
(57)
that ∆j,i,v attains a value greater or equal to some r ∈ R≥0 subject to the event 〈aj, v〉2 ≥
〈ai, v〉2 ≥ 〈ak, v〉2 for all k 6= i, j. We will brute-force-estimate this probability by just
considering the event
E := {v ∈ Sn−1 | 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ (1− γ)‖aj‖2} (58)
that aj is (1− γ)-square-correlated with v for some small γ ∈ (0, 1). This event has
probability
PU [E ] = 2
π
arccos(
√
1− γ) ∈ (0, 1) (59)
which is constant in n and m. From that, we will indeed be able to show that whenever
E happens, then 〈aj, v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2 ≥ r for some r (here we use ‖ai‖2 = ‖aj‖2). This is
precisely formulated in the following lemma. Note that this estimation is really brute,
since we didn’t even condition on the event ∀k 6= i, j : 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ 〈ai, v〉2 ≥ 〈ak, v〉2.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose all ‖ai‖ = 1 and v ∈ E := {v ∈ Sn−1 | 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ (1− γ)} for some
fixed j ∈ [m] and γ ∈ (0, 1). Let ρminspec := mini,j∈[m],i 6=j dPn−1(ai, aj)2. Then
∀i 6= j : ∆j,i,v ≥ (1
2
ρminspec − 2γ)
Proof. By the “square” triangular inequality for dPn−1(·, ·)2:
∀x, y, z ∈ Sn−1 : dPn−1(x, y)2 ≤ 2dPn−1(x, z)2 + 2dPn−1(z, y)2
we have that
〈aj, v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2
= dPn−1(ai, v)
2 − dPn−1(aj, v)2
≥ 1
2
dPn−1(ai, aj)
2 − 2dPn−1(aj, v)2
≥ 1
2
ρminspec − 2dPn−1(aj, v)2
≥ 1
2
ρminspec − 2γ
where for the fist estimate we choose x = ai, y = aj, z = v.
This shows 〈aj, v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2 > 0 for sufficiently small γ. We get a bound just in
terms of the correlation.
It’s an interesting question to ask to what extent we need prior knowledge on the
domain of the components in order to construct a good discriminatory polynomial.
We’ll see that we can use the bound above to search for moment decompositions
where the components lie on the unit sphere. This suggests that prior knowledge on
the domain can do a lot, but recall that we didn’t need it in the exact case.
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Conditioning Now, of course we could try to run the SOS programme with a random
choice of v and see afterwards whether or not it worked. However, SOS programmes
are expensive to solve and therefore we will precondition the choice of v such that we
get a success probability of 1 again, provided certain conditions are met. To this end,
let us observe that if k is even, any candidate for v that is highly correlated with some
ai (i.e. 〈ai, v〉2 ≥ (1− δ)‖ai‖2 for some small δ ∈ (0, 1)) will attain a high value of
Tk(v). Indeed, this is due to the estimate that for any component ai and any even k,
we have
Tk(v) ≥ λi〈ai, v〉k = λi(1− δ)k/2‖ai‖k
Hence an obvious precondition would be to filter out all choices that attain a low value
of Tk(v). Once we’re left with a unit vector v on which Tk attains a high value, we can
do the following, quantitatively weaker, converse implication:
By a simple averaging / convexity argument that we adapted from [BKS15], we
know that
∃j ∈ [m] : 〈aj, v〉k ≥ Tk(v)‖λ‖1 (60)
This is true since T−10 Tk(v) = ∑
m
i=1
λi
‖λ‖1 〈ai, v〉k is a convex combination of the 〈ai, v〉k.
It implies that |〈aj, v〉| ≥ k
√
Tk(v)
‖λ‖1 . We have thus seen that it is feasible to condition on
∃i ∈ [m] : |〈ai, v〉| ≥ k
√
1
‖λ‖1 (1− δ)
1/2R
for any fixed δ ∈ (0, 1) and any R ∈ [mini∈[m] k
√
λi‖ai‖, maxi∈[m] k
√
λi‖ai‖] with con-
stant success probability at least 2π arccos(
√
1− δ). Recall that we had the unit sphere
assumption. Thus we can choose R s.t. Rk = mini∈[m] λi =: λmin.31
Of course the process of sampling and discarding takes time, but first of all it’s
constant time and secondly it is likely not near as much time as solving an SOS pro-
gramme. For that reason, we will ignore the effect this conditioning has on the running
time. We will choose k as large as possible, that is, k = d. We get that
∃j ∈ [m] : 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ (1− δ)R2 d/2
√
1
‖λ‖1 = (1− δ)
d/2
√
λi
‖λ‖1 =: rδ
is feasible and happens with probability at least 2π arccos(
√
1− δ). Note that this is an
asymptotically optimal bound, since for d → ∞ we get rδ → 1− δ. Choosing γ such
that 1− γ = rδ and plugging this into Lemma 5.11, we get
∆j,i,v ≥ (1
2
ρminspec − 2(1− rδ))
Let us now forget about the parameter δ by setting r := r10−3 .
32
31It might be surprising that we do not take the maximum. The reason for this is that in the final
algorithm, we will need that any i ∈ [m] can beat the threshold.
32The δ of the next section will have a different meaning.
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5.5 Recovering all Components
Note that for any vectors of variables X,Y,Z the SOS triangle inequality
‖X −Y‖2  2
(
‖X − Z‖2 + ‖Z −Y‖2
)
(61)
holds. Indeed, by taking the triangle inequality
0 ≤ ‖x− z‖ + ‖z− y‖ − ‖x− y‖
to the power 2 it follows by some easy algebraic operations that (61) holds thus true
for all x, y, z ∈ Rn. Since the identity (61) is globally valid and of degree 2, it can be
written as a sum of squares.
Lemma 5.12. Let Wtest be the testimony polynomial we chose in Prop. 5.7 w.r.t. some ai 6= aj
and w.r.t. the interval [a, b] (where 0 < a < 12κmin and b > 2κmax). It satisfies the constraint
(w−W)− g(δ− ‖X − c‖2)  0
for some g ≥ 0 with deg(g) = d− 4 provided
0 ≤ 2δ ≤ min{‖c− ai‖2 − 2a, b− 2‖c− ai‖2}
Proof. Let us first search for a univariate identity of the kind
(w− Cd) ≥ g (Λ− a)(b−Λ) (62)
for some g  0 Note that such an identity would certify
w ≥ w− g(x) (x− a)(b− x) ≥ Cd(x)
for all x ∈ [a, b]. Let us strengthen (62) to
(w− Cd) = g(Λ− a)(b−Λ)
This is satisfied by the rational function
g =
(w− Cd)
(Λ− a)(b−Λ)
which is actually a polynomial: Indeed, recall that a and b are the boundary maximis-
ers of the Chebyshev polynomial with respect to I . Hence, they are roots of w− Cd.
It remains to show that g is a sum of squares, which is the equivalent to being non-
negative in the case of one variable. For example by plotting w− Cd (or by an easy
argumentation) it is clear that this polynomial attains non-negative values precisely on
[a, b] (recall d ≡ 2 mod 4). The same is true for (Λ− a)(b−Λ). Hence, their quotient
is globally non-negative, i.e. g  0. Concatenated with the squared norm, we get
(w− Cd(‖X − ai‖2))  g˜ · (‖X − ai‖2 − a)(b− ‖X − ai‖2)
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where g˜ := g(‖X − ai‖2) Now, let us lower bound the right hand side. By the SOS
triangle inequality we have
(‖c− ai‖2 − 2‖X − c‖2)  2‖X − ai‖2 and
(‖X − ai‖2)  2‖X − c‖2 + 2‖c− ai‖2
Therefore,
I := (‖X − ai‖2 − a)  (1
2
‖c− ai‖2 − a− ‖X − c‖2) and
I I := (b− ‖X − ai‖2)  (b− 2‖c− ai‖2 − 2‖X − c‖2)
Let us consider any δ > 0 such that ‖c − ai‖2 − 2a ≥ 2δ and b − 2‖c − ai‖2 ≥ 2δ.33
Then we can further estimate:
I  ((1
2
‖c− ai‖2 − a− δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
) + (δ− ‖X − c‖2))  (δ− ‖X − c‖2) and
I I  ((b− 2‖c− ai‖2 − 2δ) + (2δ− 2‖X − c‖2))  2(δ− ‖X − c‖2)
Thus by multiplying two SOS polynomials and by expanding:
0  (I − (δ− ‖X − c‖2)) · (I I − 2(δ− ‖X − c‖2))
= I · I I − (2 · I + I I)(δ− ‖X − c‖2) + 2(δ− ‖X − c‖2)2
= I · I I − ((2I + I I)− 2(δ− ‖X − c‖2))(δ− ‖X − c‖2)
= I · I I − ((2b− a)− 2δ+ 2‖X − c‖2)(δ− ‖X − c‖2)
 I · I I −
(
b+ 3a+ 4δ+ 2‖X − c‖2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: h 0
(δ− ‖X − c‖2)
The last step uses 6δ ≤ b− 4a, which we get by adding up the two constraints on δ we
imposed in such a way that ‖c− ai‖2 cancels. We get
I · I I  h · (δ− ‖X − c‖2)
and therefore
w− Cd(‖X − ai‖2)  g˜ · (I · I I)  g˜h · (δ− ‖X − c‖2)
=⇒ ∃g  0 : (w−Wtest)− g(δ− ‖X − c‖2)  0
33The factor of 2 is ugly and much likely due to the fact that the norm is not a polynomial. It infers that
we can’t take a Chebyshev polynomial with respect to the interval [κmin − δ, κmax + δ], but that we
have to leave a bigger safety margin [ 12κmin − δ, 2κmax + δ].
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Thus, we have to show that we can choose δ greater or equal to the distance ‖aj− c‖2
such that any feasible polynomial of the second round has to attain a small value at
the already recovered aj. Now we are left with the problem that the approximation
accuracy depends on the interval size b− a which depends on δ which again depends
on the approximation accuracy. So we need to get rid of all the cross-dependencies!
We’ll do so by bounding everything with respect to a constant ρminspec chosen in such
a way that34
min
i,j∈[m]
i 6=j
dPn−1(ai, aj)
2 ≥ 2ρminspec
Also, we will sometimes need to convert distances x w.r.t. d2
Pn−1 to distances with
respect to d2
Sn−1 .
35 This is done via the function F(x) := 1 − √1− x. It might be
difficult to read, but there is no way around it, so please do not be confused.
This turns all out to be very technical, but it’s done in Algorithm 6. The parameters
shall be seen as follows: For each choice of parameters (ρminspec,λmin) we get a differ-
ent algorithm where lenient parameter choices can decompose a bigger class of tensors
but require a higher value of d to achieve the same approximation accuracy. E.g. for
the maximally restrictive choice 2ρminspec = 1 we’d get an algorithm for orthogonal
tensor decomposition.
The parameter ρminspec is needed just for the “distinct recovery constraint” which
ensures that we get each time a different component. Precisely, we need ρminspec and
λmin to compute the constant w = (rλmin)−1, which is in this algorithm the same
for all components, and an estimate ε˜ for the approximation error (ρminspec is needed
for nothing else!). Thus, it would be interesting to know if we could work completely
without ρminspec. On the other hand, λmin is also used to have an “accepting threshold”
Td(v) ≥ (1− 1/1000)d/2λmin such that we can condition on
∃j ∈ [m] : 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ (1− 1/1000) d/2
√
λmin
‖λ‖1 =: r
Now, let us deal with the cross-dependencies: For fixed ρminspec define for brevity
ρ := 12F(ρminspec) =
1
2(1−
√
1− ρminspec) ∈ O(ρminspec).36
For fixed m, ρminspec,λmin, T0 (= ‖λ‖1) we say that d satisfies the three useful constraints,
if:
(I) 0.25ρminspec ≥ 2(1− r), where r = (1− 1/1000) d/2
√
λi
‖λ‖1
(II) ρ ≥ 4F(ε˜), where ε˜ := 16T0ρminspec·r·λmin and
r := 12Cd( 8+2ρ8−ρ ) ∈ O((1+ 3ρ8−ρ)d) = O((1+ ρminspec)d)
(III) 0.25ρminspec ≥ 4m
√
2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2
34The factor of 2 is technical convenience.
35Note that ‖ · ‖2 = 2d2
Sn−1 on S
n−1, which we will also use.
36The factor of 12 is again technical convenience.
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Algorithm 6 Approximate v-algorithm on Sn−1, all components
Input: Tensors T0 ∈ R[X]=0, . . . , Td ∈ R[X]=d
Parameters: Minimum weight parameter λmin > 0. Minimum correlation parameter
ρminspec > 0.
Require: d ≡ 2 mod 4 and there should exist a simultaneous decomposition
Tk = ∑
m
i=1 λi〈ai,X〉k of the input with m components on the unit sphere such that
λmin ≤ mini λi and mini,j=1,...,m
i 6=j
dPn−1(ai, aj)
2 ≥ 2ρminspec.
Furthermore, d should satisfy the three useful constraints stated in this section.
Abbreviations: r := (1− 1/1000) d/2
√
λmin
‖λ‖1 , ρ :=
1
2(1−
√
1− ρminspec),
r := 12Cd( 8+2ρ8−ρ ),w := (rλmin)−1, ε˜ := 16T0ρminspec ·r·λmin
Output: Output a set of vectors {c1, . . . , cm} ⊆ Sn−1 such that for each component ai
there is one vector cl satisfying dPn−1(cl, ai)
2 ≤ ε˜ and the factor of ±1 is correct.
Procedure:
1: repeat
2: Set S := Td and i := 1
3: Choose v ∈ Sn−1 from the uniform distribution conditioned on
S(v) ≥ r− 4(i− 1) ·
√
1− (1− ε˜)d/2
4: Solve the SOS optimisation problem
max〈W〈v,X〉2 |
d
∑
k=2
Tk〉F (∗)
over all W  0 satisfying deg(W) ≤ d− 2 and 〈W | ∑d−2k=0 Tk〉F = 1.
5: Let W∗ denote the output of this optimisation problem.
6: Compute the matrix M := 〈W∗ ⊗ id | ∑dk=2 Tk〉F
7: Compute an eigenvalue decomposition of M with corresponding eigenvectors
of unit length.
8: Let u denote the computed eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
µ.
9: Switch u := −u if 〈L, u〉 < 0 for L := ∑mi=1 λiW∗(ai)ai
10: Output ci := u as the component (and ρi :=
1
W∗(ci)
as the weight).
11: Add the constraint
∃g  0 w−W  g · (2− 2√1− ε˜− ‖X − ci‖2)
to the SOS optimisation problem (∗).
12: Set S := S− 〈u,X〉d and increment i.
13: until the problem (∗) becomes infeasible
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The constraints are needed to ensure that the approximation error is small enough
such that the algorithm stays stable over m rounds. All of these constraints are feasible
for sufficiently high d (supposed that 0.25ρminspec > 2/1000 for the first one. Note that
(1− (1− ε˜)d) ∈ O(ε˜) for the last one and that ε˜ decreases exponentially with d). But d
does not even need to be very high (up to constants): We get a logarithmic dependency
of d on the parameters.
Note that the ratio r is correctly estimated: With the testimony from Section §5.1 we
get that the interval I = [a, b] can actually be chosen as
[
1
2
κmin − 2F(ε˜), 2κmax + 2F(ε˜)]
as long as the approximation accuracy w.r.t. d2
Pn−1 is less or equal ε˜. Using the
estimates κmax = maxi 6=j ‖ai − aj‖2 ≤ 22 = 4 and 12κmin = 12 mini 6=j ‖ai − aj‖2 =
mini 6=j dSn−1(ai, aj)2 ≥ (1−
√
1− ρminspec) = 2ρ ∈ O(ρminspec), we see that
rtrue :=
1
2
Cd
(
8+ 2ρ
8− 2ρ+ 4F(ε˜)
)
would actually be valid37 if the true approximation error ε (w.r.t. d2
Pn−1) was less or
equal ε˜. We simplified this to
r :=
1
2
Cd
(
8+ 2ρ
8− ρ
)
which will be valid if and only if we can show that it is possible to choose d so high
that the “converted” approximation error 4F(ε) is less or equal to ρ. The second useful
constraint states ρ ≥ 4F(ε˜), so it remains to show that the approximation error gets
smaller than ε˜ for sufficiently high d.
Now, let’s show this: Suppose the parameters ρminspec and λmin were correctly spec-
ified for given input tensors T0, . . . Td with exact decomposition Tk = ∑
m
i=1 λi〈ai,X〉k.
Furthermore, suppose that d satisfies the 3 useful constraints with respect to the given
input and parameter choices.
Choose the first round’s v ∈ Sn−1 such that Td(v) ≥ (1− 11000 )d/2λmin. By the results
of §5.3, we can recover a proxy c1 = u to the component aj maximising 〈aj, v〉2 such
that
〈c1, aj〉2 ≥
(
1− 2w · ‖λ‖1 ·
ρspec
‖aj‖2 ·
maxi 6=j ∆j,i,v
mini 6=j ∆j,i,v
)
Note that maxi 6=j ∆j,i,v ≤ maxi 6=l〈al , v〉2 − 〈ai, v〉2 ≤ ρspec by definition and since we are
on the unit sphere even ρspec ≤ maxi 6=l(‖aiaTi ‖spec+ ‖alaTl ‖spec) = 2. Since mini 6=j ∆j,i,v ≥
ρminspec − 2(1− r), we get
〈c1, aj〉2 ≥
(
1− 8w · ‖λ‖1
ρminspec − 2(1− r)
)
≥
(
1− 8 · ‖λ‖1
r · λmin · (ρminspec − 2(1− r))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ε
)
37This shall mean: It is attained for a testimony in the feasible space.
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and hence dPn−1(c1, aj)
2 ≤ ε with accuracy at least ε = 8·‖λ‖1
r·λmin·(ρminspec−2(1−r)) . From the
first useful constraint we get that
ρminspec − 2(1− r) ≥ 0.75ρminspec ≥ 0.5ρminspec (63)
and therefore38
ε ≤ ε˜ = 16‖λ‖1
ρminspec · r · λmin
will indeed be sufficiently small (at least in the first round). We have already argued
before that the decision between ±u is not the most critical issue here, so let us just
assume that it is correct for sufficiently small ε˜.39 But then we have
‖c1 − aj‖2 = 2(1− 〈c1, aj〉) ≤ 2(1−
√
1− ε˜)
Knowing w and ε˜, we can write down the constraint
∃g  0 w−W  g · (2− 2√1− ε˜− ‖X − ci‖2)
by adding a new “slack variable” g to the SOS programme. This constraint en-
sures indeed that the optimiser of the 2nd round satisfies W∗(aj) ≤ w (such that
we will not recover the same component twice), since the distance of c1 and aj is
less or equal 2− 2√1− ε˜. As we saw in §5.5, we needed a safety margin of at least
2F(ε) = 2− 2√1− ε in the interval of the Chebyshev polynomial to ensure that the
testimony satisfies the distinct recovery constraint. This is satisfied since we saw ε ≤ ε˜.
It is left to show that this argumentation does not break until the m-th round. The
only thing that changes from round 2 and onwards is that we can’t just take some v
which achieves just a large value of Td(v): We need to ensure that v is highly cor-
related with some component ai 6= aj. This would be easy if we had access to the
tensor Scorrect := ∑i 6=j λi〈ai,X〉d. To this end, we need the 3rd useful constraint which
essentially guarantees us that S− 〈u,X〉d = S− 〈c1,X〉d is a sufficiently good approx-
imation to ∑i 6=j λi〈ai,X〉d. We can show that they have to attain similar values on v by
using the evaluation property of Reznick’s scalar product (Prop. 3.31):
‖Scorrect − S‖2F = ‖〈aj,X〉d − 〈u,X〉d‖2F
≤ ‖〈aj,X〉d‖2F + ‖〈u,X〉d‖2F − 2〈〈aj,X〉d | 〈u,X〉d〉F
= 〈aj, aj〉d + 〈u, u〉d − 2〈aj, u〉d
= 2− 2〈aj, u〉d ≥ 2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2 ∈ O(ε˜)
38Note that in this estimation we’ve left some extra space “0.75ρminspec ≥ 0.5ρminspec” which we will
need for the subsequent rounds to work.
39It would be a problem though if the moment decomposition could have distinct components satisfying
ai = −al for i 6= l. (Note that this case is excluded due to mini 6=j dPn−1(ai, aj)2 ≥ ρminspec). Then W∗
could concentrate on both of them equally, since the discriminatory polynomial 〈v,X〉2 would satisfy
〈aj, v〉2 = 〈al , v〉2. This problem is a suboptimality that stems from the fact that we weren’t able to
prove in §5.4 that we could require ∃j : 〈aj, v〉 ≥
√
r instead of ∃j : 〈aj, v〉2 ≥ r.
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In particular, since
|(S− Scorrect)(v)| = |〈S− Scorrect | 〈v,X〉d〉F|
Cauchy-Schwarz
≤ ‖Scorrect − S‖F ∈ O(
√
ε˜)
we get that in the 2nd round we can sample with the same success probability as
in round 1 some v ∈ Sn−1 such that S(v) ≥ r − O(√ε˜) and any such v satisfies
Scorrect(v) ≥ r− 2O(
√
ε˜).
This shows that in the end, what has changed is that we have to start our estimations
for ε˜ with a slightly lower value of r. We’ll show that our estimations for ε˜ were con-
servative enough such that they do not have to be changed. For the sake of simplicity,
we demonstrated the above for round 2. Generally, in round i we are left with some
v ∈ Sn−1 such that
Scorrect(v) ≥ r− 2(i− 1)
√
2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2 ≥ r− 2m
√
2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2 = r−mO(√ε˜)
Set r′ := r− 2m√2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2. This is where the 3rd useful constraint comes in: It
guarantees that 0.25ρminspec ≥ 4m
√
2− 2(1− ε˜)d/2 = 2(r − r′), whence in each round
we can still deduce the estimate
ρminspec − 2(1− r′) = ρminspec − 2(1− r) + 2(r′ − r)
≥ 0.75ρminspec + 2(r′ − r) ≥ 0.5ρminspec
from Equation (63). Hence, the approximation guarantee ε˜ will not get lower over the
course of the m rounds of the algorithm.
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5.6 Noise Stability and Tensor Decomposition
In the current state, the algorithm is not very stable to noise: For instance, a single
component with negative weight could make the optimisation problem unbounded.
This can be changed, though: We just need to cap the Frobenius norm ‖W‖F ≤ D for
some constant D.40 Indeed, if the correct input polynomial ∑dk=0 Tk is disturbed by
some noise polynomial E where ‖E‖F is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
Frobenius norm of the input polynomial, then we have by Cauchy-Schwarz, that
〈W | E〉F ≤ ‖W‖F‖E‖F ≤ D‖E‖F
Of course the Lemmas giving guarantees on the optimiser would have to be re-
proven while carrying the additional noise term with us. A full-fledged noise analysis
would go beyond the scope of this thesis. Philosophically spoken, capping the Frobe-
nius norm limits the damage that a wrong summand can do: In the special case that
the noise term is, for instance, a single component ai of unit length with small negative
weight −1≪ λi < 0, we get that
W(ai) ≤ ‖W‖F · ‖
d−2
∑
k=0
〈ai,X〉k‖F ≤ D
d−2
∑
k=0
‖a‖2k ≤ D(d− 2)≪ 1|λi|
Hence λiW(ai) will be very small.
Regarding tensor decomposition, it should be said that the fake moment generation
procedure we gave in §4.2 is not the most ideal choice for the setting of approximate
recovery. The problem is again that the random choice of w can cast a well-conditioned
problem into an ill-conditioned one. Therefore it’s better to use the canonical norm-
scaled fake moments of even degree that we presented in §4.3.
This also allows us to assume without loss of generality that the components have
unit length, which we have seen to be very practical. However, this means that we’d
have to do some more work for the case of tensor decomposition: First of all, we need
a new testimony having only even degree coefficients. We can employ essentially the
same idea as in §4.3: Take a univariate Chebyshev polynomial TI ,d + 1 with respect
to the interval I := [0,maxi 6=j ‖ai‖2 ‖aj‖2 − 〈ai, aj〉2] and concatenate it with the
“Cauchy-Schwarz gap” ‖X‖2‖aj‖2 − 〈X, aj〉2. This will separate the components up
to their length and a factor of ±1. Of course we’d still have to prove that a similar
sums of squares constraint as in §5.5 exists such that we can avoid to recover the same
component twice.
These topics may be addressed in detail in some future research.
40Then we also have ‖W〈V,X〉2‖F ≤ D˜ for some polynomial D˜ ∈ R[V]≤2. The cap needs of course to
be chosen such that the testimonies are still members of the feasible space. Capping can be realised
for instance by adding linear constraints on the coefficients of W or by constraining the trace of the
Gram matrices in the SDP.
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6 Conclusions and Open Problems
Sums of squares optimisation has shown to be a valuable tool for moment decompo-
sition when sufficient data is given. The algorithmic approximation scheme we devel-
oped in Section §5 can compute the decomposition to arbitrary high accuracy, as long
as we have access to all the moments of arbitrary high degree. If only a finite number
of moments is accessible, then the approximation accuracy is fixed, but can eventually
be increased by running some local searching procedure afterwards. The error de-
pends on the condition of the problem, whence decompositions with well-separated
components are easier to recover. This is a very much expected phenomenon, even
though it does not occur in more elementary procedures such as Jennrich’s, where the
working requirement is just a relation between m and n.
On the other hand, on many instances the algorithm might produce results way
better than the worst case bounds suggest. In particular, we’ve seen that for certain
instances (e.g. highly symmetric ones such as the components lying on a simplex)
exact recovery is possible already for very low degree.
If this thesis got them interested, the reader is encouraged to dedicate further re-
search to this topic. The question which is probably the most interesting is whether
some variant of the v-algorithm could be combined with a procedure for the gener-
ation of higher order moments to further improve on the approximation accuracy –
at the expense of larger computation time. In the following, we’ve collected some
opportunities related directly to the v-algorithm.
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Related to the v-Algorithm Although the algorithm works, there is still a lot of
potential for optimisation. We would like to collect the most notable suboptimalities
of the algorithm to motivate further research:
1. The issue likely to be the most important is to find strategies for the choice of v
other than just sampling it at random. To this end, it can be helpful to require
some prior knowledge on the domain of the ai. We would particularly be inter-
ested in deterministic procedures for the choice of discriminatory polynomials.
2. In hindsight, some of our techniques seem to be way more suitable for even de-
gree tensor decomposition than for moment decomposition: This is particularly
true for the conditioning we performed. It seems also that the radially symmetric
testimonies we chose do not work too well with most of the other correlation-
based estimates. While the arguments could be made to work, many technical
estimates were needed.
Everything could potentially become simpler when considering tensor decompo-
sition. We’ve seen that the unit sphere assumption is not that much of a restric-
tion in this case due to the possibility to generate the even degree norm-scaled
fake moments. Furthermore, then we can concatenate our univariate Cheby-
shev polynomials with the Cauchy-Schwarz gap, which has the advantage that
it depends directly on the square correlation. This has the potential to make the
analysis much easier.
3. The choice of radially symmetric Chebyshev polynomials seems weirdly heuris-
tic. On the one hand, restricting to radially symmetric polynomials is a potential
waste of the valuable and computationally expensive degree: After the substi-
tution with the squared norm we can only plug-in polynomials of degree less
or equal d− 2. On the other hand, it’s likely that multivariate polynomials will
achieve better separation results.
4. It also comes with the seemingly unnecessary restriction d ≡ 2 mod 4: If we
would have designed the algorithm from the very beginning for moment de-
composition on the unit sphere, then we could have used that on the unit sphere
the metric dSn−1(x, aj)
2 can be represented by the linear polynomial 1− 〈X, aj〉. If
we had concatenated the Chebyshev polynomials with these linear polynomials
instead of the norm, our life would have been much easier in the setting of our
main result.
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Alexander Taveira Blomenhofer
Supplement I - Existence of Optimal Solutions
We did not yet give an argument why we can always assume the occuring SOS optimisation
problems to have an optimal solution. While in the exact case, we were able to give explicit
examples (the interpolation polynomials), for the general case it is actually not clear whether
or not optimal solutions exist. However, note that in all of our analysis we did merely use one
property of the optimal solution W∗, namely that the objective function achieves on W∗ some
value at least as high as the values on all of the testimony polynomials
Wtest = TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X − ai‖2) + 1
Let us reconsider the basic SOS optimisation problem from above
(∗) maximise 〈W〈v,X〉2 |
d
∑
k=0
Tk〉F
over all W ∈ R[X]≤d−2, W  0 satisfying
〈W |
d
∑
k=0
Tk〉F = 1
With the expectation operator Eµ of µ = ∑
m
i=1 λiδai , this can be rewritten as
(Pµ,v) maximise Eµ[W · 〈v,X〉2]
over all W ∈ R[X]≤d−2, W  0 satisfying
Eµ[W] = 1
One problem is that the feasible space is in general not compact: Indeed, assume there
is some sum of squares polynomial W0 vanishing on every ai. Then
Eµ[W0] = Eµ[W0 · 〈v,X〉2] = 0
Thus it could be possible to traverse the feasible space in a direction where the value
of the objective function does not change. Doing so would of course yield an unnec-
essary increase of the optimisers “complexity” (complexity can be measured by an
appropriate norm on R[X]≤d−2). This can easily be prevented by adding a complexity
bound.41 The most basic approach in doing so would be to cap the absolute values
of the coefficients of W using linear constraints. We will use a slightly different ap-
proach: With respect to any continuous measure ν, Eν[W] will be strictly positive for
any non-zero SOS polynomial W. Therefore we can take for instance ν = U as the
uniform probability measure on the set B := conv Sn−1 and cap the size of EU [W].
We just have to verify that every testimony polynomial still lies in the feasible space.
Hence, we should upper bound
EU [TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X − a‖2)]
41It is not clear whether such a complexity bound will affect the quality of the optimal solution. However,
we are fine with an optimal solution that is “at least as good” as the testimonies.
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for an arbitrary unit vector a ∈ Sn−1 and any reasonable choice of the interval I. (Re-
call that for µ = ∑mi=1 λiδai we used I = [mini 6=j ‖ai − aj‖2, maxi 6=j ‖ai − aj‖2] ⊆ (0, 4] if
all ai ∈ Sn−1). W.l.o.g. we may assume a = e1 since U is rotation-symmetric. TI ,(d−2)/2
attains its maximum on [0, 4] on the points that have the largest distance to the mid-
point of I . Hence maxx∈[0,4] TI ,(d−2)/2(x) ≤ max{TI ,(d−2)/2(0), TI ,(d−2)/2(4)} =: Cmax.
But then we get the brute upper bound that for every I ⊆ [0, 4] and a ∈ Sn−1:
EU [TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X − a‖2)] ≤ CmaxEU [1] = Cmax
And therefore for Wtest = Eµ[TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X − aj‖2) + 1]−1
(
TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X − aj‖2) + 1
)
we have:
EU [Wtest] ≤ Cmax + 1
λmin
due to
Eµ[TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X− aj‖2)+ 1] ≥ λminδaj [TI ,(d−2)/2(‖X− aj‖2)+ 1] = λmin(TI ,(d−2)/2(0)+ 1) ≥ λmin
The last estimate holds since the Chebyshev polynomial is nonnegative outside of I .
With this bound we get a new complexity-truncated SOS optimisation programme
(Pµ,v,C) maximise Eµ[W · 〈v,X〉2]
over all W ∈ R[X]≤d−2, W  0 satisfying
Eµ[W] = 1
EU [W] ≤ Cmax + 1
λmin
By adding the new constraint, the feasible space gets compact with respect to the norm
‖W‖U := EU [|W|] on R[X]≤d−2 and therefore there exists an optimiser W∗ of (Pµ,v,C).
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